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Part Ii

- A. All rasntees, eicepi for those with awards under 13.443
and 33,447 are to respond to this Section A. Glantees
uncles' 14.441 i)nd 33.447 go to R of Part it

aPplication for programs 13.445, 13.446,
"nd 13,520 provided for the following functions

c 'ps categorical headings in the budget and
arative sectionst

epo

well as
fruit lid

Ginieos funshing
, Part 11.

fl . liertortlyg for Graiutee s tinder
onstration) and 13.447 (Physical.
tiOn Research). ,

Discuss Major activities earriad out, major departnres
the oriWnal plan, problem; encountered, significant pre-. .

results, and a description and evainatioi
f any final product. lEither include copies ,cif, or _disctis3;;I:

information materials released; reports in newspapers,
magazines, journals, etc,; papers prepared fof professional
Function's; textual and graphic materials; completed cold--
cilium materials and Instructional guides, or drafts if in,A
developmental stage, special methods, techniques and
1nodels developed; 1016, 6 end other measurmg ierv-
ices used

and Development
ation/Service

valuation
DissendnatiOn
einseivice" Training

_ 3.451, and 13.452 do not usually re-
7 quire a kicaKout since the primary function or activity is

rinsic to the respective program, .

each of the above programs, fun tions, or activines
well as (how of special import for certain program;
repgRlion, addiary councli$, parmi fnyolvcrwall

jiciss the objective's and subohjectives presented in the
PPProve4 application (in rigrtrupe formai) in terrn3 of;

'(a) Accomplishments and milestone; met,
(b) Slippages in attainment and reasons for the slippages.

rick thy-ourappftcatlon and utilize your quanhila-
Uva projections scheduled chronological order
And target dates, and date collected and maintained as well
04 criteria and methodologies used to evaluate results for
(a) W(b),

AJsohlgiJighf those pliges of the plans of acliol
in your application that proved most successful, as

ed

(Researe
catinrf ffl

When finithed with this portion of Paa II, 13.443
13.447 grantees go to C of Part 11..

All grantees aro to !Mond to OS Sec
the following;

(I) Unanticipated or anticipated spin ff develop ern;
(i.e., those which Hrre no' NH' of Your
approved sthobfeethle; hut which are contemplated
within the purpose of-the Education for the
capped legislation, *yelp a; paw cooperatiya (nfer,
agency efforts, a cleeision pohtnteer(s) to puny
a career in special education, new Imblic,sclthol poI-

,Ak MinglitaranaWDRIMANINneff imermafflowears..0.
0037-1..11/74
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TION A

EARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Accomplishments

The major accomplishment was the production of the

MatiMedia Materials Catalogue, which is included in Appendix A.

This product is a catalogue of q11 materIals currently available

for secondary L. D. students (grade 7 12). These mate ials

both printed and audiovisual in nature, are compiled in the

cat&ogue, with a brief summary and a review of their utility in

aiding the secondary L. D. student. These materials are also

referenced with suggestions as to appropriate units oi udy for

optima1 larfling progress. The catalogue also includes a section

on professional materials. Here is listed an& su d a wide

variety of books , manuscripts, tape series etc., usetal for the

continued development of professionals who are working with the

learning disabled studen . To date 475 catalogues have been dis

tributed, both across the state and nation.

The second major accomplishment in the area of research

and development is I-he completion of a twoyear evaluation design

which initially show, reliable gains on both int lligence and achieve-

ment tests, and in this past year demonstrated the value of the im

plementation of innovative services on both cognitive and affective

traits of the students serviced by the model project. This data

1.



rePOrted in Lull for the second annual evalun. ion in subsec ion II

Disluation.

To summari e the value of the two forms of innova

Berv±cs chosen in this past year, i.e. Biofeedback and Group

Counseling', the follovi g conclusions mill be presented. It is

fllportant to note here that these conclusi( s can be considered

Oray tentative at this point, vithout app/ipriaLe cross-validation

f the findings.

1. The Alpha bend EEG Biofeedback training produced a

conststpnt positive change in mathematicaL ability, both in grades

And in achievement tests scores. This typ, of training also -howed

A significant decrease in underlying anxiety. It is hypothesized

that the marked anxiety reduction led to increased attention span

And cnncentrati n which manifested itself in the gains found in

Arithmetic. Therefore it is concluded that Alpha EEG feedback

training is indicated for the amelioration of Arithmetic leatn

disability in secondary students.

2. Beta band EEG Biofeedback training produced marked

5 in-the_level of the students' stuay habits. Therefore, it is

=eluded that Beta EEG feedback tr_ ing is indicated for the

enhancement of poor study habits in secondary L. D. students.

3. Group Counseling produced the stron

ing achievement sco

gains in read-

Thereflre, it is conelud:::d that ths Croup

C unseling experience is indicated for tho

reading disabilities in the se ondary grades.

nts with markad



sc

or accomplishment was the development or

Mae and prescriptive forms and guidelines that

entere to replicate to a great extent the diagno ic/

mponent of this model project.

53,12--2204

Tbere were no slippages in the research and develop-

for the Oklahoma CSDC.
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4EsaELLIJEEILE

The major objective fo th t can appropriately

monstration ervice objective.. The major objective

iilevelrepA prescriptive program for individual learning

Aiaablept.childran which,will enable each child to urogress

in all areas of instruction at a rate consistent rith

Is particular level of ability.

first component of the model that would insure the

that

shment of this objective is the screeningassessment pr

OfittiO tUdenta.

A- total of 96 students we

74.,,1975 year. All of these students went through a screening

ised

Thpn

toolS wpre used to determine individual strengths and weaknesses.

D.Pth the cspitive and fective domain were considered.in this

Assessment.

by the project fer

soment workup. Each student was administered a standard

eit test upon referral, to the program,

these students admitted to the program, various assessment

telligence and achieve

WOI

. A bre- down or individual tests administered is as

%Whaler Scales KS° WISCR and WAIS . .85
Wide Range Achievemen Tests..-.......... 292
Durrell Reading Test............................94
I.T.P.A. (Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic

Abilities) : I ..........:.....45
Roswell Chall Reading...........................12
PQndBalpwRoyt (Silent
,KayStone Visual Survey .. .90

9



The above tests ware individually adminis6ered; thus

the tetal a_ individual tests given during this past year was 600.

The following is a breakdown of special tests given

ot:4tudenta relating to the affective domain:

past yeare

Survey of Study Habits and AL-t]tudez.........228
FIROB. &&&

Tennessee SelfConcept
Holtzman Inkblot
Jenneas (modified) Behavior Ratinc
Josnea§ Behavior

. A total of 764 special tests re E'ivEn duriag this

This large testing program was not only undertaken to

makeitim_ly ASseSsments of:progress, but Illso to permit a complete

undeiVtPndin g. of both th,3 cognitive and afectivv changes occurring

in thA programl$ students,

A second accomplishment was tne writing mid impleme- a-

tion of timely prescriptions for the ,--tudP,-14,.,s. Stoll' personnel

Uti3.100d diagno.stic testing, teacher check cto and intevviews

:t0.14i1Or each educational preScriotive nrooTam to me,A, the iridi-

4ila1 :tleeds of each learr4ng disabl(A. student,

ktotal of 171 p,.-syriptions wor written cluring the

.paatlear, wl4ch were evalvat,od'Isiwklw. PedificaUon occurred if

theetudent was not progressing adequately.

B, SliDoaw.ea

Thero werc no slinpege.,-,.: encOuntered in torms,of the

programtp Otwosticproscriotive s,4rvice5, nt all
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PROGRAM EVALUATION METRO_ ANT PROCEDURES:

first annual program &Valuation (197374 of the Oklahoma

Title VIG Child Service Demonstration Center utilized a design of a

on of the students in the program (treatment group) with students

of similar intelligence who were not in the program notreatment control

group). For the prcgrani's first year of operation, this design was judged

o be the most appropriate because it would answer the most basic question

f is the program yielding any beneficial effects?

The second annual program evaluation (1974-75 ) involved a

design o_ a comparison of the program itself ( reatment group) with two

adjunctive interventions (comparison groups). The present year's design

also provided for a duringyear sample, in addition to the pre and Post

samples used in the first year's design. For this second year of operation,

the comparative treatment design was judged to be the most efficient plan

wcause it built upon the initial year's evaluation in a systematic fashion

7,o an wer a more discerning question,
how beneficial is the program in

-elationship to other forms of intervention?

This comparative treatment design was also chosen to yield

nformation about ways of modifying the program to enhance its effective

ess. The two comparison treatments of group counseling and biofeedback

chosen for the following reasons. Both represented atypical academic

ervention strategies but at the same time their effects could be at

east theoretically, differentiated. Group counseling was aimed at the

sychological sequelae, especially lowered selfesteem and acceptance of

31f, that are associated with a history of academic failu e. Biofeedback



also an

ed at the reniediation of aorno basic earning difficu

enhancement of aelf-control, This desired increase in pelf-

control was predicted to provide for greatef confiden which might

combat the learning disabled students' powerlessness that is often

a concomitant pf poor academic achievement.

In addition to the decision'to utilize the program treatment

group plus the two comparison adjunctive intervention groups the

-tegy involved the following subjects, procedur

easures.

SUh ects

Subjects

instruments_ _

volved in this program evaluation were all

studen from the seventh to the twelfth grade, who had been assessed

via a psycheeducational evaluation to be learning disabled. These

.0tUdents were then placed in the learning resource rooms in the four

rural semi- al school districts of Cushing, Drumright Bibley and

Yale.

A total of 96 students were served directly by the program
0

throughout the year, of which 74 were males and 22 were females. However,

not all of this number w re included in all of the'analyses for various

reasons. Six students were placed back in the regular classroom through-

out the year; six students moved out of,their respective school districts
N'

during the school year; and various students were not present on the day

when certain types of data were being collected.

Procedures'

1. An evaluation meeting was held in early September of 1974

14



dia center in Cushing for the purpose of explaining the

valuation design to all project staff, receiving input from all

f concerning their perceptions of the evaluation plan, assigning

responsibilities and instructing staff in data collection and scoring

skills, and finally coming to a common understanding of an effective

timeline for the data collection activities,

2. Meetings were held between the appropriate superintendents

principals and project di ctor consultants to receive clearance fo

the specialized adjunctive activities of group counselin and biofeedback.

3. Talks and demo.i trations were performed by the pruj t

consultants for the purpose of explaining these specialized activities

to the students, and to initiate a joint parentstudent permission

process before any student would be included in the specia3ized activities.

4. In October, the adjunctive activities were begun, The

assignment of subjects to the three options of program alone, group

counseling and biofeedback was random, given the following const aints.

First, group counseling was scheduled for one session per week for the

stuaents in one out of the five active class periods a day. Therefore,

as not intended to give this speciali ed activity to the number of

dents who were assigned to the programalone group. However, group

Counseling did take place in all four school districtson this basis.

Second, biofeedback was intended to be given in only one out of the

four towns, to a randomly selected group of ten students.

5. Training, supervision and coordination of the two

specialized treatments were the responsibility of two of the project

consult ts. With regard to counseling, the group counselor were

15



four g

at Oklahoma

udonLs in the counselor training program

University. Their practicum supervisor was'one of

the project ceneultants. He held weekly supervision and coordination.,

meetings with these group counselors With regard to biofeedback,

heOliofeedback trainers were five graduate and undergraduate psychology

atudents from Oklahoma State University who had gone throUgh a course

truction in biofeedback training. Their supervisor was another ,

of the project consultants, whO met with this research team once a w ek:

as &groups and individually for superVision and coordination.

6. Data collection with standardized psychometric instru

lent° oecurred at the end of each of the nineweek gradingTeriods.

7heee testing sessions were scheduled in such a way as to neither tax

he atudents, not interfere with the academic examinations that wine

cheduled at these timea. A delineation of the types of instruments

Lied and their frequency of administration will be discussed in the

mirt section.

7. School gradea were secured from the schoolst records for

4, the students in the program by the resource room teachers and complJed

ach of the four grading periods throUghout the year.

A pre and pest test of the Durrell Ana1ysi of Reading

ty Tett was given to'a-random sample of 20 students, with the

-rction that fourjriales and one female were chosen from each of

ur school districts. This administration was for the purpo_

gathering:more specific information on the types of improvements

that had occurred during the year in the area of reading.

9. The intervention° of group counseling and biofeedback

10.



Were applied during the middle half of the school year, i.e., the

.second and third nine weeks marking periods. This timing permitted

the fi measures taken during the first nine weeks to be used as a pre-

treatment sample, and the last measures at the end of the school year

to provide a two month follow-up sample.

10. Biofeedback consisted of 4 total of 15 twenty-minute sessions,

With the first five sessions given to feedback of frontalis muscular

tension and the last ten sessions for EEG feedback. One half of the Bio-

feedback group received Alpha training and one half received Beta training.

Gfoup Counseling consisted of 50-minute sessions on a

schedule of one per week during the middle two marking periods.

INSTRUMENTS AND MEASURES:

School.-Gradeb

School grades for eaeh Of the fOur ninS Week grading periods

collected from the various schools for all the students in the

program. Four subjects were examined in this respect. These were

h, Mathematics, Science and Social StudiesoL__

Wide Range Achievement Test;

The WRAT was administered to all of the students in the program

during the year. All the students took the WRAT

the first nine weeks period and the third nine weeks p riod.

wever, to rbtain an estimate of achievement changes at equal intervals

throughout the year without taxing the students' test-taking capabilities,

two of the school districts scheduled their administration at the end of
-

the second nine-weeks pe od (Ripley and Yale), while the other two school

11.
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districte scheduled_their third administra

-nine weeks period (Cushing andDrumright).

The administration took place in the students' clasSroo

the regular class day, aa did all the other test adminis rations. The

--$Pilling and Arithmetic sections were given in group administration,

while the Reading section was individually administered to each student.

The resource room teachers administered and scored these protonols with

training and wipe vision from one of the consultants* Three mea

were d from the WRAT; these were the grade levels and percerltileE

for Reading, Spelling Arithmetic.

tu "Habiti arid Attitudes

group admini-

-nd of the first, third and fourth 4ine weeks periods.

It We- tnOlude: in the evaluation to obtain estimates of both behavioral

and at

.but are

actors that correlate well with academic achievement

not related to intelligence. estions and the answer options

were read to the students by their resource room teache

deriv

AVoidanc

study Attitudes and Study Orientation.

Tennessee Self Conceot_Scale

This_standardized questionnaire was g

$even measures

SHA; percentile scores

Teacher Approval, Education Accep ance,

von to every student

in the program, via group adminiatration in a fashion similar to,the

ation of the $SHA. Administration of-the TSCS-occurred twice

12.



nine weeks (Sep ember to Ap

The TSCS generates from 34 (Counseling Form) to 43 Clin

and Research Form) measures. The present evaluation utilized the

unseling Form in Drumright, Ripley and Yale and the Clinical and

arch Form in Cushing. The difference between the two forms is only

he ecoring of the same items, with the Clinical and Research Form

having additional measures that are derived empirically from different

gnOttc norm groups.

Aside from di ferent variability measures and a validity

scale the measures are different subsets of items that fall within

hree dimensions of selfesteem dentity, Selfacceptance and Behavior)

areas of selfesteem (Physical Self, Moralethical Self, Personal

ly Self and.Social Self While the reliabilities of the subset

ures arp questionable, the reliability and validity of the Total

-Positive selfesteem measure l,is quite high. It correlates well with

Other indices of one's feelings of selfesteem.

e sonal Relations Orientat n Behavior:

dardized questionnaire, which was given

program, via group administration in the

same schedule as the TSCS.

to e

sam

The FIB01_ is

tUdent in the

on and on the

This questionnaire measures the degree and kind of interper

iCe of the examinee. It is pUrp rted to tap three basic

neions of interpersonal relations affection, control and inclu- on.

The FIROB generates six measures; expressOd incluaion, exPrésaed-cóhtrol,---

19



expreesed affection wanted inclusion, wanted contrel and wEtnted affection.

The difference between the expressed and wanted dimensions is that expressed

measures the interpersonal signals that one is pending and wanted measures

the interpersonal behavior that one desires from others. All of these

measu:res are confined to the behavioral domain.

Fundamental Int rpersonal Relations Orientation Feelings:

The FIROF is a standardized questionnaire, which was given

to every student,in the program, via group administra ion, in a manner

similar to the FIRO-91 and on the same schedule,

This questionnaire is a replica of the FIROB in form and

theory. The only difference is the content of the questions and

con inernent Of the FIROF to the affectiVe domain of interpersonal

feelings,

-Holtzman Inkblot Test:

This projective test was given, via group administration, by

means o a slide projector and screen. The students were to record

their first associations to the blots on standard sheets that they were

iven. This test was given only to the students in the Cushing resource

room, as was the case with the TSCS Clinical and Research form. The

on fpr this was that Cushing was the only district in which biofeedback

WeLe being given AS a treatment d further assess ent of this innovative

ntion was desired.

The HIT was given on the same prepost schedule as the TSCS,

FIROWEi end FIROF.' -Group administration was feasible since the only

measures of interest were neither location nor determinant measure

.14..

20



otir asures were derived from this adnthist'ation. All four were based

tm. content analyses of the respOnse to the bla . The four were Anxiety,

Hostility Barrier and Penetration. Some measure of affect at a projective

level was desi ed for the present evaluation, in addition to moasures of

body imago Barrier and Penetration).

Durrell Anal-eis_of Reading_Difficulty_Te-

This diagnostic reading test was administered, via individual

: adm# ration, to a random sample of 20 Students in the program. The

Durrell Was on the same prepost schedule as the previous four tests.

A more detailed look was desired in the changes that took place in the

students' reading level. The Durrell yields grade level scores for six

separate areas of reading difficulty, in addition to a total reading score,

The pix areas are Oral Reading, Silent Reading, Visual Memory, Phonetic

Spelling, Word Recognition and Word Analysis.

Jesness Behavior Checklist Observer Form

This behavior checklist was given to the resource room teacher

in alphin$ for the reasons discuss d in the HIT section above. This

checklist was administered only once, at the end of the school year, in

a posttest fashion. Since the sub)ects had been assigned to their

espective groups on a random basis, any group differences that occurred

On this single administration at the end of the year, could be due only

the difference among the treatments.

Fourteen measures are generated from this checklist. They are

considered as bipolar behavioral aimensions, with one end iRdicating good

adjistment and the other end indicating poor adjustment. The measures are:

15.
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2. Friendly vs, Hostile

Responsible vs. Irresponsible

Considerate vs1 Inconsiderate

Independent VS Dependent

Rapport vs. Alienation

Enthusiasm vs. Depression

Sociability vs Poor Peer Relatio

9. Conformity vs. Nonconformity

Calmness vs. Anxiety

U. Effective Communication Inarticulate

12. Insight vs. Unawareness and Indecisiveness

Social Control vs. Attention Peeking

14. Anger Control vs. Hypersensitivity.

Resource om Teache Student Evaluation:

This was a form constructed by the evaluation consultant to

Obtain information on everY Student from his resource room teacher's

perspective Each resource room teachet in the four districte filled

Put one of these forms at the end of the school year on each of their

students. The form requests both qualitative and quantitative in--
formation on the student, The qualitative information is a request

for the teacher's subjective impressions of the student's work in the

source rooml.his strengths and weaknesses, his individual style and

how it has changed. The quantitative information is a rating of the
. _ . .

tudent's degree of change on a fivepoint scale in both the academic

16,



and aocia1-emotionaJ. areas ice the start of the school year. The

five pointo are labeled worse nows no changes mild mprovement7 moderate

-iment and-great improvement.

yresqrtptive Teachey,s_fplalitative pummaxx:

This was an open ended form to permit the prescriptivls teacher

to enter her input into the evaluation on the student's individual style

and degree of change. The two prescriptive teachers were requested t

compose such a summary on each of the -tudents in the two resource rooms

that they pervIced.

17.
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RESULTS,:

SCHOOL GRADES

lbe effects of the prograM an the adjunctive treatmen

Udent-1 grades in Mathematics, Reading, Social Studies and

Vestigated by two separate ANOVAs.' .Both were mixedScience

dpsigns_with one Between Ss variable G__up) and one Within Ss

a-viable (Quarter). Since it was desired to maintain the F test

robust.
level without concern for violation of assumption equal

alyses.were computed.

The first ANOVA examined school grade differences among

three eamples of students representing Biofeedback, Group Counseling

and the Program Alone conditions. Only seven subjects were in each

pie to keep cell size equal. Tables A through D depict the resul4:,s

of this ANOVA.

Table A shows the resu1t s of the year's work on Mathematics

grades. This ANOVA yielded a significant main quarter effect, F (3,54)

6,101 p <.005. However, there was no reliable differentiation found

'aMong the three conditions. The students, independent of treatment

creased from a C grade in the first quarter to a C+ in the second,

and then fell to a DI+ grade for the two Spring term quarters in

Mathematics..

Table B shows the re ults in En- ish grades. The ANOVA

yielded a significant main quarter effect, F ( ,54) 10.54, p-< .005.

Again the treatment condition'did not p vide any reliaple variation

18.
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TREATIENT

TABLE A

MATHEMATICS GRADES EY

QUARTER AND TREATMENT IDENTIFICATION

FIRST SECOND _ THIRD FOURTH
N QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER

_ _

Combined Bioreodbapk 7 2.01 2.49 1. 53 1.47

Group Counselin 7 2.14 2.57 1.53 1.47

Program Alone 7 1.71 1.90
_

104 1.43

ANOVA on above measures yielded a significant

F: 54) 6.io, p..O05.

effect,

APOVA on above measures yielded a nonsignificant treatment by

'quarter interaction effect, F (6,54) . 0.26.

19.
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ENGLISH GRADES BY QUA

AND TREATMENT IDENTIFICATION

FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH
QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER

--.COmbined Biofeedback 1.76 2,61 1.43

-Group'_Counaelthg, 1.96 2.76 1.63

Program Alone: 1.69 2.14 1.01

TOTAL 21 1,80 2,51 1 6

1.67

1.34

1.14,

149

ANOVA on above measures yielded significant quarter effect

F (3 54) m 10.54, p.c.z.005.

ANOVA on above measures yielded a nonsignific-_

teraction effect F (6 54) 0.32,

20.-
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on these grades. The Eh lish grades show a stronger Increase

the Math grades from the first to the second quarter, from a C to

a strong C+. The decrease from the second quarter to the two Spring

quarters is again evident with a drop from the C+ level to a D+ level.

Table C depicts the results of this ANOVA on Social Studies

grades, There were no significant main or interaction effects here,

but the pattern for Math and English grades is present in a weaker

form. Students increased from a C to a weak C+, back down to a

C in the third quarter, and a C D+ on the final quarter.

Table D provides the data of the ANOVA on Science grades.

A eigntfleant main quarter effect was found, F (3,54) = 5.591 p<.005.

No treatment condition variation was discovered. Essentially the same

above pattern was shown on Science grades: C to C+ to D+ to D+.

The second ANOVA examined school grades on a second inde

pendent ;ample of students who were in the Group Counseling and

am Alone conditions, since these conditions involved more

students than the Biofeedback conditions. Also the cell size was

reased from 7 to 18 studen s. This increased cell size augmented

power of the F test such that in this ANOVA, all four curriculum

areas yielded significant main quarter effects. Therefore Social

did show a significant quarter effect here, unlik, the

previous smaller sample ANOVA. Also, no differentiation was found

between the treatment conditions in this larger sample.

For Mathematics grades, the main quarter effect yielded

02) of 15.54, p:.005. English grades showed a significant

21.
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TABLE C

SOCIAL STUDIES GRADES BY QUARTER

AND TREATMENT IDENTIFICATION

TREATMENT

Combined Biofeedbac

Group Counseling

ram Alone

FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH
N QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER

_

7 1.97 2.43 1.81 1.81

7 2,00 2.10 1.67 1.58

1.34 2,14 1.77 1.57

TOTAL_ 21 1,77 2.22 1.75 1,66 -

ANOVA on above me-

(154) 2,08.

s yielded a nonsigni ic ant

_OVA on above neasuz'ee yielded A nonsignifi-:

Quarter Interaction effect, F (6,54) 0.37.

28
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TABL

SCIENCE GRADES BY QUARTER

AND TREATMENT IDENTIFICATION

FIRST
TREATMENT N QUARTER

SECOND
QUARTER

THIRD FOURTH
WARTER QUARTER

Combined BIofeedback 7 1.76 2.34 1.43 1.76

Group Counseling 7 1.90 2.44 1.49 1.63

Program Alone 7 1.71 2.25 1.34 1.37

TOTAL 21 1.79 2.35 1.42 1.59'

NOVA on above measures yielded

/54) 5-591 P

A on Above Measu-res

quarter interaction effec

leant quarter feet

Led A noneignifipent treatmen by

6,54



main quartr effect with a F (3,102 ) at 12.54, p.<2005. Soc al

Studies, in this ANOVA, yielded a significant main quarter effect,

F (3,102 ) 5.08, p.<-.005. Finally, Science grades show significant

variation across quarters, F (3,102) = 10.08, p<.005. The same

patt rn present in the first ANOVA existed again for this ANOVA in all

four areas.

In summary, these results provide strong evidence based

upon similar patterns in all four areas in two independent samples,

that the pattern found for these grades is characteristic of the

students' progress in grades during the year. The program's benefit

is seen in increasing the students/ grades from a G- to a C+ level for

the first to second quarter. Thi- C, grade is even surprisingly high

given the history of academic failure for these students, but it is

important to point out that many of these students had the advantage

f tho.program's beneficial effects during the previous academic year.

However, the decrement of close to a full grade from a CA- to a D

.level (average decrease for second quarter to third and fourth quarters
e4 on a 4.0 scale) is important information in understanding the

feet of the program upon these students.

A simple explanation based upon seasonal variation is

ered by the fact that the third and fourth quarters showed es-

ielly the same decrement from the second quarter. Since the third

quarter is more wintry and the fourth quarter more spr g-like, a

seasonal explanation is untenable. Another explanation of the results

Will be presented in the Discussion section.
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Wide Achievement Test:

The effects of the program and the adjunctive treatments on

the Wide Range Achievement Test were investigated through three separate

ANOVAs on each of the measures of Reading, Spelling and Arithmetic

percentile scores. All three ANOVAs were a mixed design with one

Between-Ss variable (Group) and one Within-Ss variable Quarter

The three-differ on the levels of the Group variable and the levels of

the Quarter variable.- Equal N analyses were used for the same rationale

presented in the previous section on Grades.

The first ANOVA was restricted to 5 udents in Cushi.xg and

ht to permit a comparison of students in the program and the

adjunctive treatments for the quarters in which they were tested;

the first third and fourth quarters.

Table E depicts the results of the first ANOVAirt the three

of Reading, Spelling and Arithmetic achievement percentilemeasu

eeores. For Reading, a significant main Quarter effect was found,

F (2,42) P 3.61, However, no differentiation of Reading scores

was found among the groups. For both Spelling and Arithmetic achieve-

ment score no main nor interaction effects were found in this ANOVA.

The main Quarter effect for Reading percentiles showed a steady increase

from the first to the third, and from the third to the fourth quarter.

Table F shows the results of the second ANOVA. Here only

atudents in Ripley and Yale were included because only these students

took the WRAT in the first oond and third quarters. Also, the bio-
.

feedback treatment was not given to students in either of these towns,

91
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GROUP

Alpha Biofeedback

Beta Biofeedback

Group Counseling

Program Alone

TOTAL

TABLE E

WIDE RANGE ACHrEVEKENT TEST

PEMCENTILE SCORES

CUSHING AND DRUMRIGHT

READING

FIRST
QUARTER

THIRD
QUARTER

FOURTH
QUARTER

4 3.25 4.00 3.75

4 32.25 31.00 34.50

8 17.13 21.38 22.38

7 25 9.88 1538

24 14.04 16.25

SPELLING

Alpha Biofeedback 4 1.25 2.25 2.00

Beta Biofeedback 4 8.00 9.75 9.00

romp Counseling 8 12.13 9.75 11.25

3.00 3.88 4.50

24 6.58 6.54 7.08

18.96-4c

pha Biofeedback 4

a Biofeedback 4

up iCoun8e1ing 8

Alone 8

24

8.5

12.63

9 6

11.8S

11.5

15.0

13.13

10.00

12.13

14.25

9.25

13.00

11.63



WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST

PERMTIIE SCORES

READING

FIRST SECOND THIRD
GROUP QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER

Group Counseling 11 9 82 11.64 18.00

Program Alone 1 12.82 18.09 21.64

TOTAL 22 11632 14.86 19.82 ***

SPELLING

Group Counseling 11 4.46 10.73 9.46

'Program Alone 1 5 8.82 10 73

T0TA4 22 4.73 9.77 10.09 **

ARITHMETIC

Group CounselLng 11

--

10.46 9.82 16.00

Program Alone 11 7.73 8.27 9 27

22 9.09 9605 12.64 *

07; .025; -<.01.



therefore, o- Gr9up Counseling and Program Alone conditions are
0.

represented in this ANOVA.

For Reading percentile scores, a significant main Quarter

effect was found, F (2,40) 5.99, p.01.. Again, no group dif.4

ferentiation was discovered. The Reading percentile scores showed

a 3.54 increase from the first to the second quarter, and a 4.96

erement from the second to the third quarter.

For Spelling a significant Quarter effect yielded an

F (2,40) of 4.24, p-<:-.025. No group differentiation was shown.

Here the large increment came between the first and the second

quarters with a 5.04 percentile change; between the second and third

quarters, a 0.32 percentile Increase was found.

In the area of Arithmetic achievement, again a significant

Quarter effect, F (2.40) - 3.03, p-<.07, and no group differentiation

was found. Here from the first to the second quarters, a slight

'decrement was shown of 0.04 percentiles then a large increment of

3.59 percentile was found between the second and third quarters.

The thi d: ANOVA was performed on samples of' 23 students each

in roup Counseling and program Alone conditions among n11 four town*

across only the first and third quarters. Since All students took

the MUT at these times and the Most representative examination of

these achievement test scores was desired, this ANOVA was computed.

Biofeedback was not included because of the insufficient number of

students who evgaged in that treatment.

Table G presents the results of this ANOVA in terms

28.



TABLE G

WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEKENT TRST

GRATE LEVEL-SCORES

READING

FIRST THIRD CHANGE RATE OF
GROUP QUARTER QUARTER SCORE_ ADVANCEMENT

Group Counseling 23 4.05 4.90 0.85 2.27 years

PrograM Alone 23 4.05 4.60 0.55 1.47 years

TOTAL 46 4.05 4.70 1.73 years

SPELLING

Group Counseling 23 5 4.0 0.5 1.33 years

Program Alone 23 3 3.6 0.3 0.80 years

TOTAL 46 3.4 368 0.4* 1.07 years

Group Counseling. 23

grant Alone 23

TOTAL 23

3.8

3.9

4.4

4.05

4.2

Rate of advancement = Grade Level Ch ge/Time (4i months)

.10; *** p

29.

6005.

1.07 YearS

0.67 years

0.80 year



Grade Levels. The ANOVA was computed on percentile score$ with the
A

conversion to grade levels being made following the computation of

the ANOVA for the purpose of presenting the results in the most in-.

formative fashion.

Since these change scores are based on the difference between

the first and third quarters, or.4i months time a Rate of Advancement

index was included to show the Frog ess predicted upon a full year

between test administrations.

For Reading, the ANOVA yielded a significant F (1,44 ) of

10.99, p..005, on the main Quarter effect- no group differentiati n

was found. An average of 1.73 years advancement was made by these

students in reading achievement.

For Spelling, the ANOVA showed a significant main qu

effect, F (1,44) = 3.61, p.<:-.10, and again no differentiation

betv en Group Counseling and the Program Alone conditions. An

.average of 1.07 years advaziement was made by this sample in Spel-,

ling achievement.

The results on the WBAT demonstrate several findings. First

Beading showed the strongest advancement, With all ANOVAs yIelding

strong F values. Spelling appeared to be the next strongest area

with Arithmetic close to it in proven advancement. Second, no Oil..

ferentation among groups proved significant. However, certain trends

were present that indicate a great deal of individual variability

existed that obscured these trenda. A future goal of the Oklahoma

CSIDIC will be to discriminate the factors that predict success in



these adjunctive trliatmenta to discover if prior selection of stu..

dents for these specialized activities will produce greater advance...

ment in the di,fferent achievement areas.

To examine more closely these trends among the different

conditions, an inspection of the tabled means is necessary. Table E

shows that, in Reading, Group Counseling showed the best gain for the

first to the third quarter, and continued to increase slightly from

the third to fourth quarter after the cessation of the treatment.

Program Alone showed a fair incr ase from the first to the third

quarter, and the strongest increase of the four groups from the

third to fourth quarter. The two biofeedback groupt fared the

worst, with alpha showing a slight increase from the first to the

third quarters, and an even slighter decreaSe with the ces ation

of the treatment on the fourth cparter. Beta training was the only

group to prodUce a decreade frog' the first to the third quarter,

with a slight increase from the third to the fourth quarters. One

interpretation might be that the training actually decreased their

reading ability, restraining the influence or the prograMfs beneficial

effects until the treatment period ended when the reading ability

showed a fair increase.

In Spelling, the above ordering of ef ects are almost com

pletely reversed. Beta training here produced the greatest increase

from the first to the third quarters with a decrease from the third

to the fourth that produced a level above the first quarter. This

showed the specificity of the positive effect. Alpha produced the
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next greatest increase from the first to the third quarter With a

slight decrease from the third to the fourth quarters. The Program

Alone showed the third greatest increase from the first to third

quarters, but unlike the two biofeedbaCk groups showed a continuing

increase from the third to the fourth quarters. Group Counseling

produced the poorest changes with a decrease from the first to the

third quarters, and an increase from the third to the fourth quarter

that did not reach the first quarterfs level.

In Arithmetic, Alpha Biofeedback was the only positive

group, with equal increments from the first to the third and the

third to the fourth quarters, yielding a total increment from first

to fourth quarters of 5.75 percentile points. Both Group Counseling

and Program Alone produced negligible changes across quarter, and Beta

training showed a marked decrement across the quarters.

Also Table G showed on each of the three achievement arese

. and especially in Reading, that Group Connseling produced g_eater

positive incre ents from the first to the third quarters than Program

Alone.

In summary, the examination of these admittedlY nonsignifi

trends point to the following tentative conclusions:

1. Group Counseling is especially recommended for enhancing

Reading achievement scores, when used adjunctively in a diagnostic

prescriptive model.

2. Beta EEG biofeedback training is recommended for enhancing



Spelling achievement scores, when used adjunctively in a diagnoatic.

prescriptive model; at the same time, it is contraindicated in

remediating Reading problems and strongly contraindicated id the

remediation of Arithmetic problems.

3. Alpha EEG biofeedback is especially recommended in the

remediation of Arithmetic deficits, when used adjwictively in a

diagnosticprescriptive model.

4. The above conclusions would be strengthened by the

selection or students with characteristics predictive Of especial

success in these adjunctive treatments.

311-eofSturvandAttitudes:
The effects of the program and the adjunctive treatments on

The Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes SSHA) were examinedthrough

.two Separate ANOVAs on each or the measures of Delay Avoidance, Work

Methods, Study Habits, Teacher Approval, Education Acceptance Study

.Attitudes and Study Orientation. Both ANOVAs used a mixed design With

one BetweenSs variable (Group) and one WithinSs variable (Quarters).

The two differed on the levels of the Group variable; both ANOVAS

containOthreel"elsatileWart""r"iablethefirstthird and

fourth quarters. Equal N analyses were used as with the Other inatru

ts.

The firs OVA had four levels of the Group variablei Alpha

33.
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Biofeedback, Beta biofeedback Group Counseling and PrograM Alone. Only

A
one effect on one measure proved significant, and at a marginal levels

The main effect of Quarters yielded an F (2924) of 2.54/ p .10 on

Teacher App;oval. First quarter mean.was 18.0 percentil rd

quarter was 19.94 and the fourth quarter wad 29.44 percentile.

Therefore, the attitude of approval of teachers showed positive

gains throughout the year.

The second ANOVA had two levels of the Group variable; Group

Counseling and Program Alone With 14 subjectd per group rather than

four. However, there were no significant main nor interaction effeete
.

found on the seven different measured in the ANOVA.

Tables H, I and J present the findings on the SSPA measurea

Of Study Habit- Study AttitUdes and Study OrientatiOn, respectively,

by the three quarters sampled. The different Quarter means are Shown

by the treatment conditions. Since none of these data represent

significant dgferentiation by Group or Quarter, an examination of

these findings wil1 Ifermit an investigation of the trends.

Table H depicts the percentile scores on Study Habits.

Only beta Biofeedback showed positive gains across the three quarters.

Alpha training gave the next best shoWing with a slight dedrease from

the first to the third quarter and a greater decrease froM the third

to the fourth quarters. Both Group Counseling and Program Alon

showed strong and approximately equal decrements across the quarters

Study Habits.

4 0
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TABLE H

SURVEY 0_ STUDY HABITS AND ATTITUDES

STUDY HABnS

PERCENTIM SCORES

-TREATMENT

CombLned Biofeedback 8

Alpha Biofeedback 4

Beta Biofeedback 4

Group'Counaeling 17

Program Alone 2 7

QUARTER

14.38

17.75

11

29.76

,74

0

41
35.

THIRD
QyARTElt,-

FOURTH

QUARTER.,

18.63 17.

17 14.75

20.25 20.00

24.06 16.12

28 22.

25.421-___L- 19.73



Table I.,depicts the percentile scores on Study Attitudes.

th-biofeedback-groups fared well, while the other

poorly. Alp4a training showed a slight increment from the first t

'the Third Quarter, and a very strong-increase from the third to tha

Beta training yielded aStrong,increment

first to the third quarters, and a-deereasei

foUrth quarters that dropped to-a level:MidWay,between the

d quarters. Both Croup Counseling and the Program Alone showed

the following similar pattern of equal magnitude. The change from

the fi t to the third quarter was a marked decrease, and from the .

third to the fourth quarter, there was a alight decrease.

Table J presents the percentile scores on Study Orien ation.

For this total composite measure of Study Habits and Attitudes, the

biofeedback groups fared the best. Beta training yielded the

strongest pattern, with a marked in rement from the first to tha

third quarters and a slight decrement from the third to the fourth

quarters. Alpha trained showed only A negligible gain from tha

first to the third quarters and a strong increment from the third te

the fourth quarters. Both Group Counseling and Program Alone show0d

very similar patterns of approximately eqjal magnitude. A marked

decrement from the first to the third quarters was followed by a

decrement froM the third to the fourth quarters.

the examination of these nonsignificant trenda

p_ovide the following tentative conclusions:

36.
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TABLE I

O TUDY HABITS AND ATTITUDES

STUDY ATTITUDES

PERCENTILE SCORES

TRENT
FIRST

QUARTER
THIRD

QUARTER

14.5

FOUR TH
QUMITER

Combined Biofeedback 9.13

Alpha Biofeedback 4 10.5 12.75 23 5

Beta Biofeedback 4 _7.75 16.25 12.

Group Counseling 17 27.88 17.59 19.12

-Progr one 27 31.93 21.74 22.26

AL 52 27.10 19.27 20.58



TABLE (I

SUBVEY'OF STUDY HABITS AND ATTITUDFS

=STUDY ORIENTATION

PERCENTILE SCORES

TREATMENT-
FIRST THIRD

N QUARTER QUARTER

combined Biofeedback 8 11.76 16.57

XLptw :BiofeedbaCk 4 14 .13

Beta Biofeedback 4

Gropp Counseling 17

Program -Alone. 27

9.38 18 25

28.82 20.83

33.84 25

28.8 22.36

38.

FOURTH
QUARTER-

159.13

17.62

22.48

20.16



1., Beta ElZ Ziofeedback training 18

-in problems of_both poor study habits and stu

2. Alp4a EEG biofeedback tr&lri±ng is recommended fo

in problems of poor study attitudes..

3. Group Counseling is contraindacated for the enhan

bo h poor study,habits and poor study. attitudes.

4. The diagnosticprescriptive model without aid of helpful

jadjunctiVeAreatments i_not,effectiVe_in,enhancing.the study habi

and study attitudes in the adolescent L. D4 student.
.

Tennessee Self Con e Clinical and Resea ch Form

For this form of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale TSCS)

-the effects of Biofeedback and either Group Counseling or PrograM

Alone were investigated through one ANOVA on 22 measures of,self-

esteem. This ANOVA was a mixed design, one Between-Ss variable

(two groups) and one Within-Ss variable Pr Test and Post-Testi.

The two groups were Biofeedback with 9 Ss and Program plus Group

with 9 SS; all Ss were restricted to participation in the Cushing-

source room. Also a series of planhed t tests were computed on

Total Positi. Self-Esteem TP

To enhance the flow of this section, only significant ef-

fects with a Time 'component will be presented belowu since it is only

these effects which are important to the evaluation.

The ANOVA yielded a signifIcant main time effect and no

4 5
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raction effect on the True-F
4

, was based upon a pre-

ion. An F (1 16) or 9 14,

est score of 1.51 to a e

This indicates that all subjects

menti-were-much'more likely--

post-test. Therefore, the studen

definition from a relatively bal

without regard o . a
.

e rather than false on tb

change in their mode of self

ced mode of affirming what they

are and rejecting what they are not

rming -what they are.
_

The ANOVA yielded a significant m

o an almost exeln de of

Time effect and h

action effect on the Total Conflict measure. An F (1,16) of 8.6

p .01 was based upon a pre-test sc,re of 43.2 and a post-test OOOVO

This effect indicates that all students, independent of

he treatment conditi n changed from a state of relative confuaiod

and conflict in their self perception to a state of relative clarity

in their self perceptions.

The ANOVA yielded a significant main Time effect and nO

teractien fect on the ROW Variability measure. An V (1116) of

8.64v p .01, was based upon a prtest score of 21.06 and a poSt

test soore of 16.56. Thjs efreet indicates a change toward greater

consistence amonc the f-esteem dimensions of iden ity

acceptance and behavior.

There were nc other important significant effects shown by

this ANOVA on the measures of Lhe clinical and research form of the

TSCS. Hoviever, informative to examine the patterns of self-.

esteem changes in these tlo groups far the three dimenaions of pelf..

40.
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CONdPT SCALE iii40ST

SCeRES IN TOTAL POSITIVE SELF--ESTEEM

Group

Alpha Biofeedback 5

Beta Biofeedback 4

Poet4Pre_,

mbined Biofeedback

Group Counseling

25.31

- 9.75 -- 18.94

27.64

29.24

26.75

9 1.78

19 - 1.79

1 6.52

Yalpha 7-Xb a

Xalpha Xgroup

lalpha Xprogram

e a XgroUp

Ybiofeedback group

iofeedback X

pup = prograi

gram

value df

+11.00

alpha level

+1.36 7

+0.89 22

+0.35. 34

-0.52 21

1.17.

+0.31

14#.47 36

481.03

ns

Ila



m and the five.areas

For the dimension o Self Identity both groups showed

slight increasqs in their feelings of identity. On the dimension

-of Selfacceptance

Progr group de:

Biofeedback increased while the Counseling/

ed in their degre of selfacceptance. Fina134y

with regard to the dimensien of esteem for one's behavior, both

groups decreased over time.

In the five.areas o selfesteem, the following nonsignificen

changes occurred. In esteem for one's PhysicalSelf, Biofeedback did

change and the Counseling/Program group decreased slightly. In .

or the Mo alEthical Self, both groups increased. In esteem

sonal Self, both groups showed negligible increments. In

for Family Self, both groups decreased slightly. In esteem

Social Self, both groups did not change.

Table K depicts LSCS Pr, P st Change Scores in Total Positive

elf Es eem for the different groups and also the results of a set or

.pl ed ttests. This shows no differentiation among the treatment

groups in their total selfesteem scores.

In summary, independent of treatment, the students through..

out the year became less conflicted in their selfdefinition and more

integrated in their feelings of esteem for their identity, aelfac-.

ceptance and behavior. They also grew to prefer a More middleofthe

road description of themselves based upon exclusive self affirmatives,

over a more extreme self description where yea saying was balanced

with nay saying.



Also thereAwere slight trends

Biofeedback subjects and the other subjects such that Biofeedback pro.
_ _

duced increased.selfacceptance and no change in esteem for one's

Physical While the Counseling/Program subjects decreased-in

their feelings of selfacceptance and also in their esteem for their

essee Self Conce t Scale. Counse1i

For this form of TSCS, the effects of Group Counseling and

the Program Alone conditions were investigated through one ANOVA nn 14

measures of selfesteem. This ANOVA was a mixed design, one Between7E

va able (two groups) and one WithinSS variable (PreTest and PostTest

The two groups were Group Counseling and the Program Alone both with

19 subjects each.

Only significant effects with a Time Component will be-

presented below, since only these effects are important to the evaluation

The ANOVA yielded a significant main Time effect.and no inter.

action effects an esteem for one's Personal Self. An F (1,36) of 3.47

p was based upon a pretest score of 58.08 and a posttest Writ

of 62.74, showing an increase in feeling of personal worth throughout

the year. Both groups showed increments in personal worth, with the

program showing a greater nonsignificant gain over the Group Counseling

gain.

Ihe ANOVA also yielded a significant Group by TiMe interaction

ect on esteem for one's Family Self. An 1,36y of -3.14, p.c:49,

43.
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was based upon the following Sets of Scores. Program Alone subjects
_

showed a gain in esteem for themselvee ee family members with a Pre.%

Test score of 57. 42 and a Post-4est score of 64.32. Group Counseling

subjects showed the opposite pattern, with a loss in esteem for them:.

selves as family members With a PreTestj)f 62.11 and a PostTest ef

5984.

The ANOVA produced a significant main Time effect and no

interaction effect on one's esteem for their Social Self. An F (1,36)

f 3.23/ p as based upon a preTest score of 58.39 and a Post

Test score of 61.55, showing an increase in feelings of worth in relation

ship to other peers. Both groups showed this gain in social worth with.

the Program's gain being nonsignificantly greater than Group Couneeling's

gain.

An examination of the trends that differentiated the two

groups will be presented below, with the caution that these differ nces

are based on nonsignificant findings.

In Self Identity, both groups showed gain8 in the feelings

of enhanced identity; in self acceptance the Program Alone shoWed 4

slight gain, while the Group Counseling showed a slight loss. In

esteem for one's behavior, the Program showed a marked lose while

the GrouP Counseling shoWed a negligible loss.

In terms of the different areas of selfesteem, the fol

lowing trends were noted. Program Alone produced an increase in

teem for one's Physical Self while Group Counseling showed no

50



change. In esteentfor.onels:Morals

and Group Counseling fell slightlY in this esteem'Srea It war

shown above that in oilers esteem for his Personal Self, both

groups increased, with the Prbgr

s ronger of the two groups.

increment be g the

The significant interaction on

Family Self between the two groups was presented above along

with the two groups' differential trend in esteem fox' one'S Social

Self.

In summary, independent of treatment the students increased

in their feelings of worth for themselves as individual per ons and in

their esteem for themselves as social persons in their interaction with

others. Also those students in the Program Alone condition increased

in worth as family members while the Group Counseling produced lower.

ed feelings of worth as family member

Summing up the nonsignificant trends for the two groups,

.
students who participated in the Program Alone showed gains in

feelings of selfidentity and selfacceptance, but a marked loss

in their esteem for their behavior. The Program Alone students also

showed gains in their esteem for their bodies aild their morals and

ethic these students also increased in their felt worth as individuals,

amily members and social persons.

Students who adjunctively participated in Group Counseling

showed gains in their self identity, but slight losses in self az
.

ceptance and esteem for their behavior. Also Group Counseling sba-
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dents showed gains in thei- felt worth :As ndividuals andaocial
_

persons, no change in their esteem for their bodies and lowered

esteem for their family stet

ental Inte

The effec s of the prograM-and the.-adjunotive treatments'

on their FIRO-B and FIRO-F tests were investigated by two separate

ANOVAs. Both were mixed designs with one Between-Ss variable (Croup)

and one Within-Ss variable Pre-Test and Post-Test). Equal N anal3fses

were computed. Also sets of planned t-tests were co puted on the

FIRO-B measures . Each ANOVA Was computed on the six FIROB measureS

and the -ix FIRO-F measures: expressed Inclusion (eI), wanted

Inclusion (wI) Expressed Control (eC) Wanted Control (wC), expressed

Affection (eA ) and wanted Affection (wA).

The first ANOVA ex- ined FIRO-B and FIRO-F differences among

four samples of students repr senting Alpha EEG Biofeedba6k, Beta EEG

Biofeedback, Group Counseling and Program Alone conditions. Only four

subjects were ineach sample to keep cell size eqUal.

Table L presents the results of this ANOVA on both FIRO-B

and FIRO-F'scores and shows the significant effects if any, found-on

each of the tielve measures analyzed, with their a_ Ciated P values,

46.
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ANOVAS ON FIRCLB AND FIRO-F SCORES

.SIGNIFICANT EFFECT p aue F df

FIRO-B/eI Group .05 3.68 3 ond 12

FIRO-B None

None

FIRO-F/eA None

FIRO-F

47.
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values and degrees of freedom. Table M-depicts-the mean=vaIues_

,

that correspond to the significant_mainTirne effeets .presented in

Table L. This Table only presents the means for the Time effects

because thise are the-effects important for the program evaluation

- These two tables together show the effects of PartiOipationin the

program for the year, independent of treatment on the FIR10-8 and

FIRO-F measures that showed siufieant changes.

----The-students-showed-a-significant decrease in the-degree-of
^,

their expressed eontrol on the FIRO-B. They behaved in a manner at

the end of the year that indicated a reduced deg ee of interpersonal

control.

On the affection dimension behaviorally the students not

only expressed greater warmth to others, but they also wanted relation.

ships with greater warmth and intensity.

Therefore, in the behavioral realm, the students changed

throughout the year by expressing greater interpersonal dependence

and greater interpe sona1 warmth, and at the same time wanting othe s

to deal with them in a more affectionate manner.

On the level of feelings not behavior, the students showed

gpificant increases in expressed inclusIon, expressed control and

wanted affection. They felt more extroverted in their dealings with

people. They also felt that they were gaining in their degree of int 11.

personal control, becoming interpersonally more independent. Also,

their inner feelings showed a desire for greater warmth in their

relationships.



TABLE M

MEANSCORRESPONDING TO SIGNIFICAM

TUC EFFECTS IN FIRa-B AND FIRO-F

ANOVAS

MTASURE PRE-TEST POST-TEST ORANGE

FIRO-B 2 31 1.56 0,75

FIRO-B 1.94 3.19 + 1.25

FIRO-r; 1.63 3.56 + 1.93

FIRO-F/eI 1.75 3.06 + 1.31

FIRO-F/eC 1.81 3.00 4. 1.19

FIRO-F/wA 4.13 5.56 I. 1.43
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To summarize the findings of this ANOVA in its significant

effects an inspection of the changes on the three interpersonal

dimensions of, inclusion (introversionextroversion), control (de..

pendenceindependence ) and affection (distancecloseness) yieldS the

following conclusions:

1. On the dim nsion of inclusion, while the students' inner

feelings showed a movement toward a more extroverted stances their

external actions have not yet changed in this direction.

2. On the dimension of control, while their inner feelings

showed a trend toward expres ing greater interpersonal independence;

their external behavior showed an opposite trend towards a more de-4

pendent stance.

3 On the affection dimension, a more congruent picture emerges

both in their inner feelings and in their external actions or a desired

greater closeness with people. Both of these changes led to a greater

degree of expressed warmth.

The second ANOVA and the sets of planned t tests were

performed to detect any differentiation among conditions on the dif

ferent interpersonal stance measures

The second ANOVA examined FIROB and FIROF differen es on

a larger °ample of Group Counseling and Program Alone subjects. Each

sample contained 18 students. The ANOVA yielded only one significant

effect the main Time effect on FIROB measure of expr ssed control.

An F at 9.70 (1,34), p..-..005, was based Upon a PreTest score of 2.89

50.
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and a Post-Test sco _ of 1.81, showing a significant decrees

expressed control for both groups. This finding is congrUent with

the other ADIOVA reported above.

Tables N, 0 and P present the results of the sets of planned

t tests on the FIRD-B Pre-Post Change scores in inclus on (Table N),

Control (Table 0) and affection (Table p).

Table N shows that the differences in mean pre-post changes

for both expressed and wanted inclusion among the four groups produced

only one significant comparison. Program above showed a significant

difference in wanted inclusion from the Group Counseling's condition.

Program increased and Group Counseling decreased in their desired

inclusion.

Table 0 shows no significant differentiation among groups

in their expressed control. However, there were three significant com-

arisons on the measure of wanted control. Alpha Biofeedback was

'significantly different from the other three groups. Alpha training

produced an increase in the degree of wanted control, while Beta

train g, Gro 13 Counseling and Program Alone-conditions all prOduced

decreases in the desire for wanted control. Integrating 'the findings

for both expressed and wanted control measures, Alpha training ap-

parently has yielded a strong effect in giving up of interpersonal
a

control and a movement towards greater interpersonal dependence at

the behavioral level.

Table P shows no significant dif erentiation'in either

expressed or wanted affection scoree among the four groups. Again in

51.
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TABLE N

FIRO-E PBE,POST SCO

ON TM INCLUSION DIMKNSION

EXPRESSED_INCLUSION

Group
=

J X

Alpha Biofeedback 5 +1.4 1.63

Beta Biofeedback 4 0 2.45

Group Counseling 20 + .90 1.84

Program Alone 32 + .84 2.21

WANTED INCLUSION

Group N_ X S. D.

Alpha Biofeedback 5 -1.2 1.69

Beta Biofeedback 4 +1.25 4.99

Group Counseling 20 -0.75 . 2.09

Program Alone 32 +0.69 3.28

alpha
Tested Comparison t value df level

alpha
eta

X -X,
o

2:alpha
Igroup

Xalpna
-Xprogram

grata -Xgroup

aleta
program

Xgroup -Y
program

1.03 7

+0.56 23

+0.54 35

-0.85 22

-0.71 34

+0.10 50

ns

ns

ns

us

ns

52.

alpha
7epted Compaison. -t value dL level

_
Xalpha -X

beta 1.04 7 no

,
xalpha x

group
0.45 2 3 nS

Llphs
program

1.25 35 n-

Zalpha
'47group

+1 36 22

Xb eta -0.45 34 noprogram

1.75 50 p .05p_ogram
(1 tail)



TABLE 0

B PRE-POST SCORES

ON TR CONTROL DINENSIONS

BED CONTROL

S. D.Group

Alpha Biofeedback 5 -1.0 1.41

Beta Biofeedback 4 -1.25 0.83

Group Counseling 20 -1.0 2.03

Program Alone 32 . .09 2.43

worm cow L

gr(211J0

Alpha Biofeedback

Beta Biofeedback

Group Counseling

Program Alone

-
Tealpha

-
Alpha -X

group

-eta

Xalpha -X
program

-
Xbeta -X

program

7grau -X
-
program

alpha
t value df level-
+0.31 7 ns

ns

- -81 35 ns

-0.24 22 ns

-0.94 34 ns

-1.40 50 ns

53.

Tested Comparison
_

Yalpha be a

Yelpha
"7group

Yalpha -713_
gram

!alpha -Ygroup

Ybeta -Y
program

-
oup -X

program

D.

5 +2.8 3.31

4 -1.75, 26.59

20 -0.70 2.26

32 -0.75 2.82

alpha
t value df lave

+2.25 7

+2.82 23

+2.57

-0.83 22

-0.67 34

+0.09 50

p .10

(2 tail)

p 401
2 tail)

p .02
(2 tail)

ns

ns



RESSED AFFECTION

group

-AlphaBiofeedback

Beta Biofeedback 4 +1.50 0.87

Group Counseling 20 +0.20 1.75

Program Alone 32 0.03

TABLE P

FIROB PREPOST SCORES

ON THE AFFECTION DIMENSION

2.22

Proup

Rota F TIO

Alpha Biofeedback +020 1-44--
Beta Biofeedback 4 -0.75 2.17

Group Counseling 20 +0.15 a.(91

Program Alone 32 +0.41 2.13

Tested pourarison

Yalpha

eta

up

Xalpha --X _
program

)(beta X
group

gram

group .7
program

alpha
value df level

-0 39 7

-0.46 23

-0.16 35

+1.43 22

+1.34 34

+0.39

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

54.

Tested Comparison t value df

7

23

35

22

34

alpha
level

Dlpha
eta

Xalpha X
group

7alpha -7
program

eta X
g Up

_a X
program

+0.70

+0.05

0.21

0.85

-1.02

nS

ns

ne

ns

Yg
uP XProgram 45 50 ns



the above ANOVA both these measures showed a significant increment

across g_ ups, but there were no differences among the groups in

this change.in interpersonal warmth
a

Table Q presents the four groups' Pre-Test, Post-Test and

Change scores in the six measures of the FIRO-F scale. The Alpha

training group increased in all _six interpersonal measures on the

feeling level. The Program Alone showed the same pattern of the

Alpha training group, but to a lesser degree. Such a global pattern

might indicate for both these groups a greater awareness of their

inner world of feelings than existed previously.

The Beta Biofeedback group produced a more differentiated

pattern. Feelings of expressed inclusion increased while feelings of

desired inclusion decreased. But the discrepancy between the expressed

and wanted inclusion feelings did decrease, yielding less conflict at a

feeling level over the student's Introverted stance. In control,

fee ings of expr s ed control decreased slightly while feelings of

wanted control decreased strongly. These changes again reduced the

discrepancy at a feeling level between their expressed and d sired

interpersonal power, yie ding a lesser degree of conflict over intei

personal independence versus dependence in affection, their feelings

of expres- d affection did not change, while their feelings of wanted

affection decreased. Again, the conflict oirer interpersonal close-.

ness versus distance was ameliorated.

The Group Counseling condition produced the following
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TABLE Q

FIRO-F PRE-POST SCORES

INGLU ION DIMENSION

GROUP

Alpha Bio-

N

a

RESSED

PRE - POST CHANGE GROUP

WANTED

GRANGEPRE - POST

Alpha Bio-1
feedback 4 2.25 3.25 +1.0 feedback 3.25 4.50 +1.25

Beta Bio- Beta Bio-
feedback 4 1.25 2.25 +1.0 feedback 4.75 4.25 -0.50

Group Coun Group Coun-
seling 18 2.22 2.56 +0.34 seling 4.28 3 83 -0.45

PrograM Alone 18 2.44 2.67 +0.23 Program Alone 4.22 4.56 +0.34

CONTROL DIMENSION

GROUP

EXPRESSED

POST CHANGE GROUP

ANTED

GRANGEN PRE - PRE - POST

Alpha Bio- Alpha Bio-
feedback

eta Bio-

4 2.00 3.50 +1.50 feedback

Beta Bio-

3. 5 4.25 +1.00

feedback 4 2.75 -0.25 ,feedback 4.50 50

Group coun- Group Goun-
seling 18 1.94 2.00 + .06 seling 3.22 4.17 +0.95

Program Al ne 18 1.72 2.50 +0.78 Program-Alone 3.50 3.78 +0.28

AFFECTION DIMENSION

EXTRESSED WAITED

GROUP N PRE - POST Mt GROUP PRE - POST CHANGE

Alpha Bio- Alpha Bio-
feedback 2.0 3.75 +1.75 feedback 3.50 4.75 +1.2 5

Beta Bio- Beta Bio-
feedback 2.75 2.75 0 feedback 4.75 4.25 ft-0050

Group Coun-- Group Coun
seling 18 3.17 3.06 .11 seling 5.17 5.00 ..0.17

Program Alone 18 3.00 3.56 +0,56 Program Alone 4.67 5.17 +0.50



pattern. On inclusion, expressed increased and wanted decreased,

pr du ing a reduced conflict over sociability. On control, Group

Counseling showed a negligible increase in expressed control and a

strong increase in wanted control producing g eater feelings of

interpersonal dependence. In affection, the group decreaSed slightly

on both expressed and wanted measures showing no effect on their

feelings of interpersonal closeness.

In summarizing the findings on the FIRO-B and FIRO-iF

measures of interpersonal stance, the following conclusions aro

Pr ed:

1. Alpha Biofeedback had a definite effect on the subjects'

inte ersonal ce. At a feeling level, there were increases in

all six areas of interpersonal stance, indicating a greater general

ess of their inner feelings. At a behavioral level, expressed

sociability increased while desired sociability decreased; inter-

personal control was given up; and expressed and wanted warmth

neither increased nor decreased to any marked degree

2. Beta Biofeedback produced changeS at the feeling level

were varied, but which all reduced the conflict between the

degree of expressed and desired interpersonal needs. At a behavioral

level expressed sociability did not change, but the desire for greater

interactions with people did increase; both the expression and desire

for interpersonal control decreased markedly; expressed warmth increased

while desired warmth decreased.

3. Group Counseling at the feeling level showed a negl bola
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effect on sociability and wa th; greater interpersonal dependence

was sought. At a behavioral level expressed sociability increased

while desired sociability decreased; both the expressed and desired

interpersonal control decreased; and expressed and desired affection

neither increased nor decreased to any noticeable extent.

4. The Program Alone condition at the feeling level produced

slight but consistent increases on all measures of interpersonal

stance, indicating a greater awareness of one's inner world of

feelings. At the behavioral level, both expressed and desired

sociability increased; both expressed and desired interpersonal

trol decreased; and expres ed wa h did not change while desired

af ecti ns did show a slight increase.

Holtzm- blot Test:

The effects of the program and the adjunctive treatments

on levels of projective effect and body image were examined by a

set of planned t tests on the Holtzman Inkblot Test (HIT) Pre405t

Change scores on the measures. of Anxiety, Hostility and Barri_r

minus Penetration* Only Cushing students were administered the

HIT.

Table R p esents the means, _tandard deviations and the

results of the planned t tests for the subjects in the conditions

of Alpha training, Beta training; Group Counseling and Program Alone

6 4



TABLE R

HOLTZ LAN INKBLOT TEST ANXIETY SCALE

POSTPRE VALUES

Oropp
Post:pre

X S. D.

Alpha Biofeedback 6 3.5 2.14

Beta Biofeedback 4 2.0 3.08

Combined Biofeedback 10 *? 2.66

Group Counseling 3 +5,0 4.55

Program Alone 2.0 1.22

Tes ed Comparison t value alpba level

Yalpha

Xalpha X
gr up

Ta_lpha ;-747
program

7-be up

Xbeta 7
program

Xbiofeedback
program

7group X
rogram

0.91

97

1.85

2.46

0.88

4. -

8

7

12

33.

16

9

p z.01 (2 tail)

p ----- 05 (I tail)

.10 (2 tail)

ns

ns

p.Ol (2 tail)
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on Anxiety. Also Alpha and Beta subjects were Combined for the

combined Biofeedback scores.

Inspecting the mean- one can see that all groups ahowed

4

a decrease in projective anxiety throughout the year, except for

Group Counseling which showed a marked increase.

Alpha training was not significantly diffe ent from Bind

training in the magnitude of the anxiety decrements. But Alpha

did produce decrements in projective anxiety significantly greater

than Group Counseling or the Program Alone. Beta training produced

a marginally significant difference between its anxiety decrement

and Group Counseling's anxiety increment. There was no difference

between Beta training and the Program Alone condition in the anxiety

decreases found. Also the combined Biofeedback group was no dif

ferent from the Program Alone group. Finally the Program Alone con-d.

dition was significantly different from the Group Counseling in

producing anxiety changes.

Table S showed the means, standard deviations and roe-late

of the planned t tests on the HIT Hostility change scores. An

. inspection of the means shows that Group Counseling produced an

increase in projective hostility, similar to its effect on anxiety

the two Biofeedback groups produced small increments in hostility,

and the Program Alone produced a reduction in hostility.

Alpha training was not significantly different from tete

aining on this measure of hostility. Just as both Biofeedback

6o.



TABLE S

HOLTZMAN INKBLOT HOSTILI C

POSTPRE VALUE'S

Group

Alpha Biofeedback 6

Beta Biofeedback 4

Combined Biofeedback 10

Group Couns ling

Program Alone

PostPro
X S. D.

+1.0 .71

+ .5 4.72

.8 3.06

4 +5.25 3.90

8 3.00 3.67

Tested Comparison

Yalpha
--e:a

Yalpha 7group

IYalpha
p ogram

a X
group

Xbeta Xprogram

-Xbiofeedback X
program

Xgroup
program

tie alpha level

.26 8 ns

3.37 8 p 2

+ 2.61 12 p .cz.05 (2 t 1

4.69 ns

+1 42 10 ns

+ 2.40 16 p.O5 (2 tail)

+ . 6 10 p (2 tail)
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groups produced anxiety decrements they both produced hostility

-increments. Alpha training was significantly different from both

Group Counseling and the Program Alone conditions. Alpha produced

a smaller increment than did Group Counseling; the Program Alone

condition produced a decrement reliably different in magnitude

from Alpha's increment. The finding that Beta training could not

be differentiated from Group Counseling was due especially to the

greater variability in the Beta training group's hostility change

scores. For the same reason, Beta training showed no significant

difference in its effects from the Program Alone group.

The combined Biofeedback group did show a significant di

erence from the Program Alone condition on this measure of projective

hostility. The Program Alone condition produced a significantly

lowered change score from the Biofeedback condition. The two groups

with the most disparate means, the Group Counseling (+5.25) and Program

Alone '(-3 00), were significantly different from each other in their

-effects an changes in projective hostility.

Table T presents the means, standard deviations and results

of a set of planned t tests on the HIT body image score. This score

is based on the Barrier minus the Penetration scale. The efore, a

positive score would denote a change towards a stronger image of

one's body, while a negative score would indicate a change towards

a more vulnerable body image.

The means show that there was little change in the body

6 8
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TABLE T

-HOLTZMAN INKBLOT.TEST

BODY IMAGE4 SCALE

POST-PRE VALUES

Group

Alpha Biofeedback

Beta Biofeedback

Combined Biofeedback

Group Counseling

Alone

PoSt.-Pre

S. D.

6 4. .83 3.13

4 -1.25 2.86

10 0 3e19

4' -1.00 2.35

8 +0.25 2.05

Tested Com arison

Yalpha

,Eapha
group

Yalpha
'''Xpriogram

7beta -X
-
group

Xbe a -X
program

Xbiofeedback -X
program

program

*Body Image --- Barrier-Pe e a on

t value df

+1.06 8 ns

+0.99 8 ns

ns

-0.135 6 ns

-1.05 10 ns

-0.19 16

-0.95 10

63.
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_

image score Alpha training produced the most posi 1VB change;

then Program Alone produced a'smaller positive change. Group

.

Counseling produced a negative change, 'but- Beta trainingtaused

the greatest negative change.

differences was not sufficien

ntiation among any of the groups.

In summary, Alpha training was not reliably different

om Beta training on any of the HIT scales however, in judging

differentiation form the trends, Alpha did produce a greater

anxiety decrease, a greater hostility increase and a more peal

body image change than did Beta training.

Group Counseling produced the most marked increments in

the two affect scales of anxiety and hostility, and also yielded a

negative change in body image.

The Program Alone condition showed decrements in anxietZ

'and hostility, and a postive change in body image.

In terms of ranking the four groups on a general beneficial

effect. upon the HIT change scores, Alpha training and the Program

.Alone conditions showed the most positive changes on the affect and

body image s ales. Beta training showed a beneficial effect on

anxiety, a negligible effect on hostility and a negative effect

on body image. Group Counsel ng produced negati e effects in in-

cr asing both affect areas and also in producing a more vulnerable

body image.



Durrell ofifdf'ficult ast,An
.;

The effect of the program on changes in the differen

components of reading ability was examined by a set of planned

on dependent samples on the scores of the Durrell Analysis of Reading

Difficulty grade level scores in ix areas of reading difficulty and

-the total score. These six areas are Silent Rate, Silent Compre-

hensionl Word Recognition W rd Analysis, Visual Memory and Phonetic

Spelling. The total score is labeled Oral Reading. The Durrell was

administe ed to a random stratified sample of 20 students in the

program. Stratification was based upon 5 out of 20 students. being

from each of the four towns, and also 4 out of 20 students selected

being females. Thi- stratificatlon pe -mitted a guaranteed repre-

sentation of the four districts served and the male female ratio,

that exis d in the progr targeted population.

Table U pres- ts the Pre-Test and Post-Test grade lc els

in the different areas of reading ability found in this sample,

with the t valu,ns and associated rates of advancement scores. All

areas showed gains, but the Visual Memory and Phonetic Spelling

areas' change scores we e not significant. The -trongest gains came

Silent Comprehension and the Total Oral Reading s ores with a

rate of advancement of 1.76 y ars. Word Recognition showed 160

years advancement,. while 1 Rate had an advancement_score of

1.48. Word Analysis also showed a significant gair Of 0.82 years.

results show that the program exerting strong

7 1
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4ARFA

Silent Rate

ilent Co prehension

ord Recognition

Nord Analysis

Visual Memory

,Phonetic Spelling

'zOral Reading Total)

. 20

POST-TEST

ANALYSIS OF READING DIFFICULTY

4.4

5.2

5.5

5.4

4.3

4.9

5.1

MEAN GRADE LEVEL SCORES

PE-TE Difference t values
RATE OE

ADVANCEME

3-7 74** 5,98 1.48

4.3 + .88** -4.47 1.76

4.7 + .80** 4.39 1.60

5.0 + .41* 2.23 .82

4.0 .32 1.60 -.64

4.6 + .26 1.32 .52

4.2 + .8q** -5.36 1.76

Advancement Crade Level Ch ge Time (Six months)

72
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ever,

?ffects in most of t areas of reading difficulty. How,.

in the future loser attention ought to be paid to the areas

Visual Memory-and Phonetic Spelling, if in fact deficits in th6M0

areas are strong blo-ks to the studentb' ability to read and per

form appropriately in other curriculum areas.

Jesness Behavior Checklist Observer Form

The effects of the program and the adjunctive tr

on classroom behavior were assessed, in the Cushing resource room

Ohly,by, the admin_stration of the Jesness Behavior Checklist to

the resource room teacher in that district, at the --d of the

school. year.

While there are 14 scales un the checklist Table V p

sents the means, standard devieLauns and resulls of a planned te

on the composite scor_ of these 14 scales. The composit

mean T score of the 24 scales.

An inspection of Table V shows that the mean adap

score

vior scores rank the groups in the following order: Gr up

Counseling most adaptive behaVior; Program Alon second in

adaptive behavi Beta training third in adaptive behavior;

and Alpha Training lowest.in adaptive behavlor.

However, all the composite se _es were lbove Lhe mean T

v -ue or 50, which signifies that all 'Ale grou were judged

producing, in general more 3daptive rather than maladeptive,

67.
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Group D.

Alpha Biofeedback 5 54.56 10.65

Beta Biofeedback 4 61400 5.02

Combined Biofeedback 9 57.42' 9.19

Group Counseling 3 67.83 6.30

Program Alone 8 64.80 4.52

Tested Comparison

Yalpha

lalpha
7group

!alpha Y
program

t value df

1.20 7

2.22

21pha level_

ns

ns

1,93 .11 ns

lb a -N
group 1.61 5

Xbeta X
program'

Rbio eedback -7
program

Xg
uP program

1.01 10

1.93 15

0.69
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of the t tests show no significan

emong_the_cenditions on this composite_ of .adaptive classroom.behavior..

Table W presents the mean T scores on each of the 14 b0.0

havioral scales for each group. Eachbfthese scales is a bipolar

scale, with T scores below the mean of 50 indicating_behaviorS in

the maladaptiNe direction and T scores above the mean of 50 indica

behavior in the adaptive direction. Therefore, this table may be

inspected for trends within the groups, but these trends ars not

indicative of reliable differe

Group Counseling ranked first among the four groupd ørl tha

following adaptive behavior dimensions unobtrusive, friendly,

responsible, consIderate, rapport, -enthusia-tic, sociable, artic4,

ulate, insightful socially controlled and well controlled in-ange

Alpha training ranked last in the following behavidrál

dimensions and might be described, in a relative manner, in the

. following fashion: obtrusive, hostile, irresponsible, inconsidern.to

alienated, unable to h ve jooc relations, non-conforming,

anxious, in rticulat indeei±ve, attention-seeking and hyper-

sensitive. Only in the area of independence did Alpha training

subjects rank better than last.

Beta training deservs mention for being ranked higheet in

aimness, while Program Alone subjects were ranked highest in inde.

pendence and conformity.

In summary, there were no significant differences in the

7 5
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NESS BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST'SCALE T SCO

IIELLE_L-JAITI.IYE_222L1.1.111112LIKE

--Unobtrusive vs Obtrusive

II - Fri dly vs Hostile-

III - Responsible vs Irresponsible

IV - Considerate vs Inconsiderate

Independent vs Dependent

- Rapport vs Alienation

VII - Enthusiasm vs Depression

-VIII Sociability vs Poor Peer Relation.,

,IX Confo:-ity vs -Conformity

X - Calmness vs Anxiety

XI EffE-!ctive Communication vs

xiI

XII

XIV

Group.

pilPha Beta g911-22.1alla frogr

54.4 56.75 66.67 62.67

47.2 59.5 64.00 57.67

45.8 57.5 66.67 61.78

54.6 65.25 75.00 66.89

61.2 57.5 56.67 63.22

45.4 55.25 63.00 53.33

42.6 53.00 66.33 56.89

53.6 58.00 70.00 66.11

70.4 75.75 74.67 76.22

59.2 71.25 66.67 70.44

Inarticulate 66.6
- Insight vs Uraaress and In-

decisiveness 56.2
- Social Control vs Attention Seeking 56.8

- Anger Control vs Hypersensitive 49.8

70.
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overall adaptive behavior scores among the groups, but Alpha traih.ii

ng showed the, meSt marked .deviation from the other three with the .

lowest score. Inspection of trends shows Group Co- seling to haVe

eficial effects on various-behavioral dimens one.

Alpha tra ning to have the.poorest effect. Beta training produced

the greatest degree of calmness, and Progran Alone subjects were

judged tne mast independent and et conforming. One final note

about these measures is_ that the only scale which showed a die-

crepancy fro_ the usual pattern of Croup' Counseling being the Most

adaptive and Alpha training being the most maladaptive is the

independence-dependence scale. On this scale the Group CoUnseling

subjects were the most dependent and Alpha subjects were very close

to the Program Alone subjects in the greatest-degree of independence.

The positive or negative judgments made by the resource room teacher

might have been generated from this single characteristic. Therefore .

independen the classroom is troublesome and dependence in the

classroom matches zole expectations and provides an easier manage-

ment task for the t--.,her,.

Reso. Teacher's Student Evaluation:
_ _ _

The effects of the program and the adjunctive treatments

on the students' general academic and social-emotional iMprovement

from the r room teacher 'ewpoint was examined by the

adinin16 'ation of the resource room teacher's student evaluation

71.
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at.the end of the school year. This form included a rating

each student's progress on a five point .scale in both_academic_ _ . .

d socialemotional areas. Zero here would indicate a status of

one would denote no change; two signifies mild improve

ment; three points to moderate impro ement; and four shows great

improve ent.

Table X pres nt- the means, standard deviations and results

of a set of planned t tests on both academic improvement and social

emotional improvement.

In academic improvement Group Counseling was judged to

yield the most positive changes with a mean rank- g that would

signify moderate improvement. Beta Biofeedback training produc d

the second most positive improvement score, indicating improvement

close to the moderate level. The Program Alone was the third best

group in producing academic improvement midway between mild and

moderate improvement. Alpha Biofeedback t

poorest improvement scores with a score midway between no

g yielded the

ve

ment and mild improvement.

The Alpha group's score was sufficiently discrepant to

be found significantly below the academic Improvement scores of

the other three conditions on the set of t tests. This wag the

basis for the only significant finding on the t tests for both

improveme t indices among the four conditions.

In social.emotiona1 improvement, Beta training was found

72.
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Group

ACADEMIC ItTP WKENT

N X

1OURCE ROOM_TKACRERS'. RATINGS

S. P.

Alpha Biofeedback 5 1.6 .489,

Bata Biofeedback 4 2.75 .434

Group Counseling 22 2.91 .900

Program Alone 37 2.54 .800

Tested Comparison
alpha

t value df level

7sipna
eta

7.alpha
-1'group

7alpha .Y
program

--a -It
group

-5:
gram

program

-3.67

-3.12

.2.55

-0 34

+0457

+1.64

7

25

40

34

39

57

p-=01

p..01

p-w.02

ns

ns

,ns

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL I VEMENT

Group

Alpha Biofeedback 5 2.0

Beta Biofeedback 4 2475

Group Counseling 22 2.32 1082

Program Alone 37 2 43 .975

S- D

.894

.434

73.
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Yalpha
4,ff Mf

Ralpha -Tcg
up

Yalpha
program

Xbe a
group

eta -7Program

.-

Xgroup -X
program.

alpha
t v.aluO. level

-41.52

-0.61 25 no

-0.93 40 na

+0.77 34 no

+0.64 39 no

-0.40 57 ns



-

ost positive improvement score signifying improve

he moderate level. Program Alone produced the'

second most positive score, indicating improvement midway betweoh

the mild and moderate points. Group Counseling's score was slightly

below the Program Alone condition. Alpha training produced the

lowest degree of socialemotional improvement, with a score indi

eating mild improvement.

In summary, Beta EEG Biofeedback training produced o

the best improvement, as judged by the resource room teachers.

Group Counseling produced the second hest overall showing. Program

Alone was close behind Group Counseling. Alpha training showed

the poorest overall improvement indices. The above summary is

based on nonsignificant tr nds. Only Alpha train g's poorer im

provement in the academic area was found significant.

Prescri tive Teacher Qualitative Summaa.

No results will be reported on this measure because of i

nonquantitative nature. However, these summaries becipe part of
.

the students' folders to aid in providing them with appropriate

services,

To aid in the integration of the findings from the great

74.
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number of scales used in the present evalttation, this section will

examine_each, group in termsof its rankings among,the.four,groups

on all the measures that were given to the students. A rank of

1 indicates the most positive or greatest change while a rank of

4 indicates the most negative or smallest change. Thirty-two

measures will be included in this summary ranking.

Alpha EEG Biofeedback training received a rank of 1 in

16 out of the 32 muasures, a rank of 2 in 6 out of the 32 measures,

a rank of 5 out of 32 measures, and a rank of 4 in 5-but-of--

32 mea u es. This standing yields a mean rank per measure of 1.97..

Beta EEG Biofeedback training received a rank of 1 in 9

out of 32 measures, a rank of 2 in 6 out of 32 measures, a rank of

3 in 4 out of 32 measures, and a rank of 4 in 13 out of 32 measures.

This standing yields a mean rank per measure of 2.66.

Group Counseling received a rank of 1 in 3 out of 32

measures, a rank of 2 in 7 out of 32 measures, a rank of 3 in 14

out of 32 measures and a rank of 4 in 8 out of 32 measures. *This

standing yields a mean rank per measure of 2.84.

The program Alone condition received a rank of 1 in 5 out

of 32 measures, a rank of 2 in 15 out of 32 measures, a rank of

3 in 6 out of 32 measures, and'a rank of 4 in 6 out of 32 me s

This s ending yields a mean rank per measure of 3.34.

In regards to the specifics of the above ranking , Alpha

training produced the most positive gains in Mathematics grades and

75.
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also in the Arithmetic achievement score on the WRAT. Alpha &leo
A

-had the-best-recCrd-in Study-Attitudes-gains In the-self:.concept

area, Alpha training led to the most positive changes in total

.:self.esteem self7acceptance and eateem for th- body01, On the

measure terpersonal stance, Alpha produced the greatest

increases in the following behavioral-level dimensions: expreSsed

Inclusion and wanted Control. At the feeling level this group

showed the greatest increments in expressed Inclusion, wanted

Inclusion, expressed Conti_l anted Control expressed Affection,

i.e. every area of interpersonal feelings. At the:projective

Alpha training produced the greatest reduct on in anxiety on the

A!, and also the most positive change in bcAy image. On the

other side of the rankings, Alpha training produced the poorest

changes on the teacher ratings of classroom behavior (Jesneso toni

poaite) academic and social-emotional improvement. Finally, on

the behavioral-level mpaaures of interpersonal stance, Alpha groUp

students reduced the most in their wanted Inclusion and in their

expressed Affection.

Beta EEG Biofeedback training produo d the most positiVe

gaina in both English and Science grades, and also in the Spelling

achievement score on the WRAT. Beta also had the best record on

both Study Habits and Study Orientation increases, In behavioral

level measures of interpersonal st ce, Beta training produced the

greatest increments in wanted Inclusion and expressed Affection.

the feeling level, Beta training produced the_greatest increment in
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expressed Inclusion, with an increased score equal to Alpha training's

increase. Finally, on the teacher ratings of socialemotional improve..

ment, Beta training showed the most positive improvement. Botta train

ing yielded the poorest changes of the-four groups in the following

areas. Both Mathematics grades and the Arithmetic achievement score

on the WRAT were in the negative direction. Beta also showed the

poorest record on the Reading achievement score, but this score did

indicate a net positive change. In total self esteem, Beta training

produced the greatest decrement of the four groups. On measures of

interpersonal stance at the behavioral level, Beta had the pooregt

record in producing increments on expressed Inclusion, b th expredeed

and wanted Control and on wanted Affection. At the feeling level,

Beta training yielded the poorest results in wanted InclusIon, again

both expressed and wanted Control, and again wanted Affection. At

the projective leVelc ..eta training produced the most vulnerar-e

.body.image change.

Group Counseling produced the most positive gains in the

Reading achievement score on the WRATI the best record on the

teachers, rating of classroom behavir:. (esness composite), andthe

teachers, ratings of academic improvement. Group Counseling pro

duced the poorest changes on the following areas. Both the Social

Studies grades and tha Spelling achievement scores were in the

negative direction. In the area oi selfesteem, Group Counseling

produced the following poor resul (lecrement in ralfacceptence,

and no change in their esteem for their physical celf. On the Peeling

8 3
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level measures 0 sone! stance expressed Affection showed

a decrement, and-on the projective level of affect, both hostility

and anxiety showed increases throughout the year for this group.

On the teachers' rating of classroom behavior, Group Counseling

showed the most dependent behavior of the four groups.

The Program Alone condition produced the most posi

ains in the Social Studies grades. On the behavioral level measu

of interpersonal stance, the Program Alone group had the strongeSt

increments in expressed Control and in wanted Affection. At the

projective affect level, the Program Alone produced the greatest

decrement in ho-tility. Finally, on the teachers' ratings of

classroom behavior, the Program Alone subjects were judged to be

the most independent. The Program Alone condition produced the

poorest changes on the following measures. Both English and Science

grades showed a negative change In the area of attitudes and msthods

important to academic achievement the Program Alone subjecta shoWsd

losses in study habits study attitudes aad study orientation. On

measures of interpersonal stance at a feeling level, this group showed

the w akest increment in expressed Inclusion,

The above summary of findings provided an examination,of

the four groups' st-- ding on all the measu es in the evaluation. The

only exceptions were those subscales on the Jesness Behavior Ch_, ist

the Survey of Sthdy -Habits and Attitudes, and the Tenneasee Selr Con.

cept Scale which provided no differentiation among the four groups,

which yielded informati-- redundant to other major scales reported.
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A final note concerning this section is that the above dif

ferentiation throUgh ranking of the groups' effects on the various

scales does not override the general lack of statistically reliable

differentiation among the groups, but does provide information at

the level of a ranking scale on the groupst diverse effects.
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Discussion

Enrollment in the Oklahoma. Title VI-G CSDC resource rooms,

aided by the di_gnostie-prescriptive-media ser-ices of the staff,

produced the" following benefits for the targeted learning disabled

adol-escent -Ludents. Their learning ability in the areas of reedingp

spelling and arithmetic, measur d by the achievement test seoree-

_'oss the be,: d enhanced on the average at the rate-or ont tnd

a quarter yea-s advencemer.t The students inability to read W60

remediated to the greatest extent, indicated by an advancement rste

one and a half to two years.

The benefit- of the pruglarn showed its lf also in sagnifiart

g ade increases in

Social Studies and Scie

cur ulum areas of Mathematics, Engli.h,

the fir t to the second quarters.

However these grades characteristically dropped in the two Sp ing

quarters An understanding of this oettern of grade enhancement

followed_by grade decrement is evidently no to be found in their

changing competence in th, bESIC academic ejlls of reading, Spelling

and arithmetic nce these showed steady increases throughout the

four quarters of the year. However, the results on their study habi

dy att4tudee does provide the most probable explanation for

this up and dnwn pattern :n their grades. The otuAents, stu4y habitu

and attitude of educational acceptance showed trends fron the first

to the third and tc the f'l.rth quarters which would indicate on extra

polated value in the rlenrd riuL ter of only minor decrements in both

study habits and educat acce- anco. Giv-n'-increasing achie/emunt
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in the three basic learning areas and given only negligible decremen

in study habits and educational acceptance theee two effects produced

the enhanced grades in the second quarter. Then as academic motivation

decreased to a significant degree (SSHA decrements) in the third quarter,

grades dropped even though the basic I

increase.

It is important to iota here that one area of the

ing abilities continued to

HA showed a

significant increase across quarters Teacher Approval, Therefore- it

canra be said that the effect- ve solution to falling grades is to

enhance the student-teacher relationship. The difficulty lies in ttle

tudents, growing disenchantment with the relevance of academic adti-.

vities for them, and the associated lack of motivation which leads to

poorel study habits. The -fore to simply p-ovide-cu-riculum units in

study habits would probably not solve the problem, although it is one

important later step in

disabled tudents. The

tion fo

the enhancement of grades for these learrang

initial step would be a program to keep Mativa,..

academic work high, pea

their daily academic_ax

hold greater relevance for

ibly through curriculum that integrates

with other experiences and goais that

students, e.g. career education and work

study. Another possible strategy to prevent the accelerat.Ing decreases

in motivation throughout the year would be scheduled periods during the

day during which academie -outine would be int _Tupted by v -i us

novative activities g biofeedback or group meetings.

However, one could take the position that the --easUra or gradts in

curriculum areas i$ so complexly detcrmined that it does not accurata4
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assess the degree of learning occurring in these students1 From thi9

viewpoint the solut on would be to dismiss with grades for these handi-

capped students. However, this position 1s not viable in the present

educational climate where a premium is placed upon Lhe mainstreaming

of handicapped youth. To mainstream would necessitate making the LD

studentsl evaluation of educational progress comparable to the regu-1

lar stuOmts. While this value on mainstrea ling might theoretical4

be considered an arbitrary one, the Oklahoma C DC is of the opinion

that mainstreaming is a principle that represents the greatest

wisdom and best serves the interests of handicapped youth. There-

fore it is7 as important to consider a strategy to increase grade

as it is to consider a. ategy to increase the ability to learns

Par icipation in tie Oklahoma CSDC also resulted in other bene-

fits for the students. In terms of the student's view of himselft

significant change was found in his taking a less extreme view of

.himself, and also in the . y'e of acc ating positive attribute8

bile not necessarily eliminating negati-,

also exp ed a si

themselves and showe

ttributes. Th--students

antly sm9ller degree of conflict about

disparity emong the three dimensions

of 1f-identity, celf-ceertrice and esteem for their own behavior.

The year's experience in the prog am oeemed to aid in an integration

of their feelings of sc.IS-worth. Also the program seemed 'to bring

shout a significant inc ea e in their esteem for themselves a 8 inde-

pendent pc:rsona and al o as social persons interacting in a world

8



with other peers In other words, the students became more autonotnouø

and mature persons throughout the year1 with better feelings about

themselves as equals to their peers.

InteriSersonal style also changed. si_nifi antly throughout tha

year on both the behavioral and feeling level in the following Ways

Inwardly they felt more sociable and more independent; they also felt

like they desired greater warmth in their relationships. In their

actions1 they became more interpersonally dependent, and not only ex-,

pressed greater warmth to others but also

of warmth to ards them. Apparently their

appreciated others' expression

increased interpersonal Warmth

led them to act in a , -e dependent f _hien with others7 and yet thid .

'did hot-lead to feelings of greater intelpersonal dependence. Probably

their feelings of greater interpersonal independence permitted them to

act in a warmer fashion with others, which Ted to their changing to A

More dependent behavioral stance. This rationale gains in plausi

bility with the finding that the program produced a significant re.

.duction in projective anYie,y7 throy hout the year. It ie assumed that

the reduced level of anyaety permitted the feelings of greater security

and hence the incressed felt independence.

Given these cheeges in the self-esteem area and in their inter-'

personal style, eurprising that the cla. ssroom behavior ratings

i'esulted in a description of g

Also the rPs

emotional ar

ally adaptive behavior for the students.

urce rocm teachele rating in the academic and social-

showing a judgment of near moderate improvement in both

areas gains validity, following an exposition of the beneficial cogni

tive and affective domain changes found in the programts studenta.
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In a few words, the second year's operation of this CSBC has

improved upon the first year operation. jhe first year evaluation

concluded with a description of the program's' effecte all mild improve..

ment. Based upon not the sinificsnt increments in grades and

achievement scores, but also upon the positive gains discovered in

the affective domain, it would be appropriate to label the effects

of the present year efforts as near the moderate improVement

9 0



Ivo DISSEMINATION
4

A* LIET4g12222i2

The jor accomplishmen have been delineated in Appendig

A, but a recapitulation of those points and several co lated ad

compli hments will be discus ed here.

The firstS major accomplishment and significant milest ne Was

the passage of House Hill 1051 in the Oklahoma legislature which

tablished 20 (recently expanded to 21) prescriptive teaching cehtera

across the state

Title VIG model.

The second milesbone was the passage of Senate Bill 536 by

the 1974 Oklahoma legislature, requiring all prospective teachera to

take a course in the exceptional child to qualify for an Oklahoma

Standard Certificate in Edu -Lion. The bill further stipulates that

this course must include infor ation concerning the identification

and instruction of children with opecific Learning Disabilities.

The third major accomplishment was the halfday presentation

at the state conv ltion of the Association for Children with Learning

Disabilities in the Fall of 1974.

The fourth major accomplishment was the presertatibnG by

p_ ject staff and consultants at the national convention of the

Countil for ExCeptional Children and the international convention

ch provide a replication of one component of the

of the Association for Children with Learning Disabilitiest in Lo

Angeles and New York, respectively.

The fifth major accomplishment was a partial

9 1
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latter accomplishent. Tnis was the requests from and dis-

semination to persons and agencies in 25 of the 50 states for

information rotrardincr the operaLions oE the Oklahoma OSBC.-

The si.ezth major accomplishment was the distribution or

the MUlti-Media Mnt,3rial3 Cat,alegue to 475 interested parties

across the state and nAtion.

The final r eishment and milestone was the work..

shop held in April qvY) nI the prr&lOt- site for secondary L. D.

teachers throvE'rx,W, flic n'nich yielded a near excellent rating

by the partipnlIt

ideni, directed at two other important

audJences: pamntzl

par,DrIz
Pw:c2t1L participation i8 an integral p

of this model-prc, LicJytnes and home visitations have,

been an ongoin nf pl'ogram. Also a parent organization

affiliated with th Ilapter was initiated in this area

during the past _qs formal presentations by

staff members axj. CONS;),, t",,t followed by a discussion periods

Parent:. -,:;nded L!,tate ACLD meetings, local work-.

shops and op6.-n h f Lhe Title VI-G resource roomp.

One parent is a M6 - VI-G Advisory Council and two

parents are Sch,lol

Parent ti%7 '-,i5=1,,r!,1 in strengthening local

end State awarenon to thr! Titl TI-G model program through formal

9 2



presentations to civic ori!anivmtions and legislative bodies.)

There haVs bc,sn moro than a few instances of concerned

parents contacting the center for inforuation and advice who iiv0

in areas of the state quite distont from the targeted school

districts.

community__Awarons: Cemmqnity awareness of the Title VI-0

program has been kept h tumudi numorous stories in the local

newspapers and presont.:,As 1:-)cAl civic and service organizations.

One measure of ±Poct L.Hs lissemination activity is the favor.4

able responses frr'yt Kiwanis for financial aid

to financially (1,IfJadvonr: 'Titudents in need of such costly itemS

as eyeglasses.

B. Sli=:)nao6

It is :11fult f:es assess slippages in this area sinet

a specified tiM(*;n3 of 1;,.ble -Thjec:tivos was lacking during

the present contract perie, P01.401 the staff believes that thd

dissemination function s. ic FAr000s- -function of the CSDC, fol-

loing the service

V. INSERVICh

A, Accomolls:n,

Prior to tiic i ,he school year in 19741 orientation

for regular classroom teachers were ofprograrc .

fered to familiar:; c scHc. pers,rnuel viith the objective_ methods

and types of stu4eW-.7 to involy-e0 with the project. As the

project developd, ,:;111Lz,itk,yt sesoiims have been

9 3



held with all classroom achers who have project students in classo

These conferences, involving the prescriptive teacher and_ or resoutoe

room teacher and the regular teacher, have been beneficial for in,

creasing (1) the understanding of L. D. students by regular teseharst

(2) the Ase of crecrintive materials and _-=co .endations within

their classrooms, (3) general interest in the project and (4) the

accuracy of referrals, evtauations and n-:Lacements.

Weekly stciff meetins-of ail t'ILle VI-G staff are held to

evaluate program 0rogl'o8s w-ld objectives, to review individual

progress of studotf, arcirIcL a regular opportunity for

sharing concerns and in-fAirtcrt. These inservice ses.ions and

project staffing: u .:.ilted in a high degree of positive at-

titudes and COOpulc, the four participating school districtda

Another ff)rm u fJ----Vi_ce Lu ihe periodical on-site de-1

monstrations 5 nstrucA mat ta a curriculum guides and

.textbboks by varic 7.:ng companies.

A final frx1(1 ).3(117.1,7cci' training occurs through the

separate component tn Wvisory Council.

Advicofy meetings have been held

characterUMills twiin with the participation of

superintenden6s, , the Title_Vl-G personnel, university

consultan6, the SGnte )i-c,:;t-)r of Sneciel Eduoation and parenttlik

The role ot the i'ry Council is to aid in:

Paront iffivolvement in LeacGer/dtudent relationships*

8F.
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2. PropTam diroction in gathering, processing and -'
semjilaLing -.1n.Ccmmation needed for the program'

3, coordinat,ing (fforte among parents, concultante
!and project saff.

4, ProFram ovaLuation through active participation in
trainin fnstitutes for parents who have children
with learniro:

5. RocotrImIldi dcoes:-;ary state legislation for the
passzio 0 OI oducation programs.

6. ImnlrPc1 hr n7,,Hication strategy with the
Stat Doard of Edlica7,'ion.

Thes.e m.,2,3inF,L; have served to provide direction and

clarity of eerT :fFfl and to promote communication among

the administratiw, u.frivn, and oervice personnel.

B. Siiroages

No := 'opc,7- ocurrodin this function of inserviCe

training,



QUANTITATIVE LISTINGS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
INFORMATION DISSEMINATION AND PROFESSIONAL ENCIRHMENT

JULY

a

In Service

CSDC - OKLAHOMA

1, 1974 - JUNE 30, 1975

In service orientations for administrators
in service orienLations schui fauulty
In service orientations for project Staff
Presentations to local P,srd,:i u,f Sducation
In service workshoDs ror school faulty
Advisory Council m-f-,,ti!-7-;

Staff meetings of.TAtio Vt-G personnel

Number of
PresentatiOnd articipantA

4 25
4 100

20 Staff
4 30
8 125

Council Members
weekly Staff

Project Wbrkshop for Secondary

=unity

L. D.

Leaque
Title 7I-G

1

4

6

9
7

110

200

175

PTA Priasentations
Civic Club presenti-,tiohs

Lions, C-1,ographi,: DAR, 1-;ervice
.Local and !Arca mIlws concruing

project
Use of volunteers

3tate

OACLD Convention, 3tsto Wo&shop presented by
CSEC Staff

Consultation by Titl o other school
1 150

pystems 40
Group tours of facilltio:l
Training Cont,or r iJLtc adihsnced practicum

50 70

students from r)klatom 15 15
Publishers Confemnce fl iornt City 1
Papers and Presethl-if 15 300
University PresentAtiono

rational & Internetlonul oxvnization

3 90

Meetinas
-------

Papers and Presehtationu 5

International Conf,,t,n-: 2
National Governors lonferto (1974)

aterial Dissemin,f..tion-r

MultiMedi a CaLelors 475
Brochures 1,000
Workshop Packets 125

9 6



I. 10f1

C

The folloWing ape 01_-111Lie40 ,Tinoff devalopmen-__ frørfl the

projectfs effo

1. A gmlo, fro;ii thc Oklahma State Depa1Lment of Vo-

cational Education far ,',P17,milnLIt7 $81000 to fund an agricultura

vocatic)md laboratory iar aearning disabled high school Studsntd in

the Gushing aml-

2. A 51xmmer olr_26:3 f.or adu,40 Kho had dropped out of high

school most of '411o1 clisabled, was held at the state

Vocational Technical Edt.:. :chor-Ji at DruMright. The prbject

staff servod ao colisulLtiAt this educati°11aa endeavor.

3. A now mrtr11 Drogftim ,r1 Learning Disabilit

was initiated ar Gkiah LThwt<r LiniVersity ill the Fall of 1975.

Not only cox. till:, bIlt also its success

in meeting collEf:), 1,egents tqvroval was based upon

the experiencill Qv tha rlimini.tY with the Title VI-tv

program.

4. The vHi0.ory DeTartrilent gt OklahoMa State Universi

has inatiiuted n,.2w coaf) fluc.J Experiences for both graduate

and undergraduate st.ud, This nclw cottrse offering was based

_upon the experiencos oT ti4e stxdontts who served as a research team,

for the Title VI-Q projt. pa2t year'. The coarse offering

= Cy^



structures that oyilcriehce in serving learning disabled youth am

a worthy astlect of a y2:3ychology sLudentts curriculum.
.=

5. (7,111-:m in IrJarinft, disabilities have been sanctioned

a- approprlat.:! tool for elLnidal psychology doctoral

studeuLs. Arri2.1 t,h(f: roliit is increased: service to the learning

disabled youth in .!:gct,id areas at no additional cost4

b. The :11Jiy aoorehited School P.ychology program at

Oklahoma State Utlit haN added a course entitled Psychological

Evaluation for -chol-(1) T. A major section of thia courae

is duvoted to ieumng

=
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APPENDIX A

Activities and Materials



Dissemination Activities:

At the atate level, evidence of the impact and directives

of the Title __G model pzgram have been apparent. -One JAW paeged

by the Oklahoma legislature, House Bill 1051l established 20 pre-A

scriptive teaching centers across the state which provide screening,

diagnostic eva] uat.ion , presc iptive interventions and curriculUm

materials library services. These centers and the schools they

service are using a delivery system similar to that established

by the Title vi-a project. Further, the newly funded classrooms

for students wii,h learning problems in the state are set up aS

lealning resource rooms rather than as the selfcontained class

rooms of the pa,,t.

The Advisory Council and Title VIG center have further baen

instrumental in ',he passage of Senate Bill 536 by the 1974 oklahoma

tate legislature, requiring all prospective teachers to take a

-courae in the except onal ciiild to qualify for an Oklahoma Standard

Certificate in Education. The bill further stipulates that this

course must include infol -Lion concerning the identification and

in truction of children with Specific Learning Disabilities.

The State Department of Education has facilitated infor-

mation dissemination Lhroog

publication )

) articles in various educational

contact with various organizations and other

interested groups at the state and nat onal levels and (3)

feature news article detailing project functions and objectivoa.

93.



Civic prorains, including talks to local PTA and other clubd

have ftirt5her ser'ved to inform the public as to the nature &nd ob-

jectives of the proum. The local newspaper has coopera ively

print- d many locaL news ayticles regarding the project.

To disminat information concerning facilities, the inter.*

vention team prepared brochures describin&the project, which have

been distributed at both sate (OACLD) and national (ACLD, and thd

Nationra Governors Conference June 1974) professional meetings.

A listing of available curriculum _aterials has also been compiled

for use by resource room teachers, universi-y teacher-in-training,

and other interestd persons. These brochures and materials lista

were -Hade publicly 5viLable t the OAOLD conference in October 1974,

at a materials demon5tratic'n both set Up by the project staff.

The 1-,2ctor and intervention team have been

responsible for several coni!-antion programs and paper readinga.

At the 1974 OACLD conference, this team plus university consultants

presented a half-d

Approximately 15,,)

wide info ati on

in and: out of e

fiflt

secondary level learning problems.

in attendances One state .

been requests from a number of

.ups interested in touring the model projeetfd

facilities and roe iTh. materials on program development.

Yea/ly particpat±on at the Publisher's Conference held in

Wahome City, under the sponsorship of the MALEC, haa provided a

_regular opportunity ti become familiar with the recent pubilcationa

94.
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of 20 o p shing companies.

A ';:orkshop was neld at the project site in April of 1975

for an aucUene of conthtry L. D. teachers throughout the state&

The number attcrding this workshop was-106. Each participant rated

the various components of the workshop. This major dissemination

activity was .:lvcn a mean rating of 3.6 on a 4.0 scale, by the

audience, which indicat d a raLing of very good by the partidipadtda

At the natior-ai level, the model project staff have con-v

tinuafly attnded field rela od national professional conferences

to keep informed of elopments and to exchange ideas with,

colleagues 11.ch corfcrces include OACLD, NACLD and CEC., ASA

result of those pr L al nontacts the model project has diea.

tributed mater

request to persons in haon.t, Arkansas California, Colorado, Delaware.,

Kansas Iowa, Massa uretts, Missouri, Nebraska- New Mexico, New York'

Ohiot Forth CaroUrza Illinois, Florida 'Georgia, Idaho, Kentuclwf

ref,7rral, assessment and remediation upon

Pennsylv- Souit lial,:07,t Tennessee, Texas, ConnectiCut and

Washington, b Nany f these persr10 are involved in initiating

and developing s , econdary provams.

An evaluation of the effectiveneas of the dissemination

=actjvities hea been included throughout the preVioud diSOUSSiOnt

However, to -ummacie the mportant highlights of these activitieg,

the passage of tha two cliff At Oklahoma State bills are important

milestones in the CSr,C,o dissemination acti-ritiee Another important

indicant is the rerinest i1om 25 of tha_50 staten for information
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about this proje,, _a ions. A third important indicant is tho

distribution of 475 copies of the MUltiMedia Materials Catalogu_

developed by.this CSDC. One final measure of dissemination ef.

fectiveness is the near excellent rating given by the participen

, of the workshop held in April 1975 for all secondary L. D. teacher*

within the state.

Dissemination Matericls

appen

The followir di emination materi

1. Multi-Media Materials Catalogue

Program brocht e

eluded in thia

3. Workshop Packet (including all forms developed
and utilized by the CSDC)

4. Set of xeroxed copies of newspaper sto re-
lating to the eenterrs operations,


